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Another book,
Another program?
Decision aid
Should you read yet another ”fat burner” book? Should you make a further effort to
dispense with your fat? What can the authors know more than or describe like hundreds
of them before? Is there really a different viewpoint to those numerous contradictory
statements that are made in the Lifestyle-Fitness and Womens’ magazines?
We don’t want you to waste your valuable time reading through this book only to realize
and say afterwards ”This is not the right thing for me”. We have experienced this with
many books about nutrition, fitness and success ourselves: numerous pages, which
mostly concealed or sowed the important things sparingly and were therefore difficult to
detect or not worth the time that we had invested.
Consequently, the essence of the ”burn FAT don’t burnout® program” in brief:
Body fat results from the constant, excessive ingestion of food and drink. However, it is
more or less irrelevant of whether it is a matter of carbohydrates, proteins or fats.
Unfortunately, this principle does not function reversibly. A reduced intake of food (soto-say a diet, to loose body fat) retards the metabolism and, in the main, results in the
loss of valuable musculature and important water – the body fat, however, remains
persistently in its place.
There is only one way to convert body fat in a goal-oriented manner:
you have to burn it!
But you can only do this in the narrow pulse range of the fat mobilization (= FM-pulse).
Your FM-pulse is different to that of other persons, because you are unique and have
your own, distinctive metabolic and cardiovascular system behaviour. Consequently,
you cannot read your pulse values for fat mobilization from tables or calculate them with
the rule of thumb, even if the sweeping recommendations and superficial knowledge of
the fitness and wellness industry are influential in this respect. You can establish your
FM-pulse, however, by means of the test methods described in this book.
Beforehand, you will define your personal goal in a completely watertight manner with
the correct parameters (BMI and body weight are inaccurate). Once we have defined
the frequency, duration and form of exercise for your individual program, you will
compile a short list of measures for your daily nutrition. In other words, you will have all
the tools at your disposal that you need to attain your desired figure/physique. Since
your subconscious, inner attitude and the respectively resulting willpower are of decisive
importance, you will learn to sustain a simple form of mental training. With the elements
Activity, Nutrition, Aims and Visualization, the ”burn FAT don’t burnout® program”
constitutes a simple and proven measure package, which already leads to success with
a minimum time requirement of 3 to 4 hours per week.
If this is of interest to you – then please read further!
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Foreword of the Devilish Mr. Fat
You don’t have a chance – I shall win!
I, Mr. Fat, have succeeded in making life hard for you human beings for many, many
years. I know you don’t like me very much any more and you try everything to get rid of
me, but it is not so easy. I was good enough for you as an insulating layer and an
energy reserve for times of famine over thousands of years. But now that you clothe
yourselves and live in heated flats or houses, you have food available in abundance
and hardly move yourselves, and you want to free your body of me as quickly as
possible.
But I don’t have to fear my existence, at least not yet – on the contrary. Since you, the
descendants of very active and mobile hunters and collectors, have become sitters
and chair-warmers, it doesn’t require much energy to nest quickly in your bodies.

The sitters and chair-warmers of today
I accomplish this preferably in those places that you don’t like very much. You call my
long-term resting places, where I establish myself steadfastly, ”Problem Zones”– but
they are not a problem for me.
Quite frankly, I don’t know why you are so angry with me, because I can only develop
from what you ingest . Your ”medicine men” call this ”Calorie Excess” and an
”Avoidable Risk Factor” and we must not forget your emotional stress either. Together,
they make you ill.
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So, I can quite understand why you want to change things, but only want to, would
gladly, but do you have the power to do so?
There was something to read about me recently:
”Fat will win”
The human race seems to have lost the war against the fat pad. This is how the
U.S. nutritionists view the situation. They projected the statistics of the body-weight
studies from the years 1960 to 1991 and came to the conclusion that all U.S.
citizens will be overweight by the year 2230.
U.S. consumers spend 33 billion dollars on weight reduction every year, but without
any lasting results. 34 894 articles have been published on this subject since 1996.
Admittedly, the changeover from the habitual ways of life to a lower fat consumption
and more exercise could help in the long term, but most people do not have enough
self-discipline for this”.
Source: Neue Zürcher Zeitung
An extremely appropriate description, but the comments about exercise could pose a
real danger for me. In the meanwhile, a few of you have got wise to the fact that it
doesn’t work so good with diets and that I continue to expand again afterwards.
According to estimates made by the Federal Ministry of Health, I have attained a
weight of about 5000 tons through excessive eating and drinking in Switzerland.
Fortunately, you do not have enough self-discipline for the exercise, if only this book
had not been published… I beg you not to read it!
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Foreword of the authors
We don’t give up!
With the ”burn FAT don’t burnout® program”, we take up the fight with the fat.
Fat makes ill! We know to what extent it can plague a person because we have
suffered from it ourselves. And many of us are still affected by it. More than 30%,
respectively 2 million Swiss citizens, are overweight, obese or extremely obese. The
numbers in Austria and Germany are commensurate, respectively even higher
depending on the examination. So the last figures of Germany: 16 million people are
heavy overweight and 24 million are ”normal” overweight (source: Statistisches
Bundesamt April 1999).
The WHO estimated in 2000 for the first time in history the number of overweight
persons higher than those who suffer from hunger. Of 6 billion human beings are 1
billion overweight! The experts speak of an ”epidemic” in industrial countries.
However, the fat does not lead just to emotional problems but, depending on its extent,
it correlates with the so-called secondary illnesses such as metabolic disturbances
(diabetes/sugar diabetes and dyslipidosis/disturbance of fat metabolism) and the wellknown illnesses of the cardiovascular system (hypertonia/hypertension) and diverse
vascular diseases, e.g. arteriosclerosis). These illnesses constitute nearly 60% of the
causes that lead to our death, before we reach our maximum possible age.
Last, but not least, the fat is also the reason why our healthcare services are
experiencing financial difficulties. Cautious projections estimate the costs attributable to
obese in Switzerland at 3.9 billion Swiss francs per year (Source: Infostelle Adipositas).
A combination of fat and stress is particularly dangerous and occurs frequently enough
these days. With loads attributable to stress, the biochemical processes in the body
lead to an increase in the deposition of fat in the vessels. According to a representative
survey conducted in Germany, more than 70% of working population feel stressed. In
actual fact, we do not work any longer than our grandparents did, but the point-wise
load has increased enormously. Television, computer and mobile phone – the effect of
”Information Overkill” does not fail in any way.
In this case, however, we are not concerned with the damage that the fat causes to
the national economy or also the statistics, but here it applies more to you personally.

It is a matter of how you can dispose of the fat and assert yourself better in your daily
stress-thunder. It is question of more quality in life. And what a new feeling of life
means can be best described by those who have already lost a few pounds of fat.
If you apply the elements of this book and utilize the experience of many hundreds of
previous sufferers, there is nothing more to impede your success. With the knowledge
of the metabolic processes in our bodies, it is much easier to dispose of the fat than
was previously thought. With the ”burn FAT don’t burnout® program”, you open up not
only an effective, but also a time-saving path to your desired figure/physique.
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We cannot promise you wonders, such as 7 kg in 7 days, but real fat-burning with
noticeable (and measurable) success within just a few months. Since the measures in
the sectors ”Exercise – Nutrition – Relaxation” reduce both fat and stress, it will be
possible for you to kill the proverbial ”two birds with one stone”.
This is the short-term consideration, but the ”burn FAT don’t burnout® program” also
has long-term effects. If we minimize the two risk factors – Fat and Stress – then there
is a good chance to motivate the second half of our life and to experience higher
quality as well. This is also the scientists’ opinion.
”A healthy style of life (i.e. normal weight, no smoking and regular physical exercise)
in the age of 43 to 67 years reduces the handicaps in old age (75 to death) by
about 50% and delays the commencement of a handicap by some seven years”.
Source: Gerontology Centre, University of Zurich
In short – seven years with a higher quality of life.
Please accept our best wishes for a healthy and long life and, above all, every success
with the ”burn FAT don’t burnout® program”.
This book is dedicated to all people at POLAR worldwide: Let’s make this world a
slimmer and healthier one!
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The Authors
Ole Petersen, of Danish extraction, born 1961, studied business
management in Düsseldorf (DE). Up to his 30th birthday, he was a nonsportsman, heavy smoker and slightly overweight. He then organized
running groups in his own company, began with the triathlon in 1989
and, even with his family and profession, still found time to finish more
than 40 Ironman triathlons. Ole Petersen has held the record (21:51 h)
for the double IRONMAN distance since 1994.
In other words, he has experienced all the phases and ailments from the smoking,
exercise-shy personage to a world-class ultra-triathlete.
Together with Dr.med. Hansruedi Egger, he runs a company in Winterthur (CH) that
specializes in health-promoting training and performance diagnostics. The company –
check-up AG – also offers in-company health-management seminars. More than 14 000
check-ups have been made up to now and the ”green-pulse range”, which is so important
for customers, defined for optimum health, stress and fat reduction. Several thousand
people have reached their targets with the program described in this book.
Petersen is also well known as the author of the German bestsellers MARATHON and
IRONMAN, as well as the management titles ”Gesundheit ist Chefsache” and ”Fit & Top
im Job”.

Sonia Goretzki, of Polish extraction, was overweight when she was 14
years of age. She tried to overcome this problem with 17 different diets
and fasting cures. It was not until she adopted a goal-oriented exercise
program and changed her diet that she was able to loose 13 kg in weight
and gain the slender figure that she still has today.
She is Nutrition and Vital Substance specialist and elaborates not only the nutritional
measures of the ”burn FAT don’t burnout® program” but, as program manager, also
looks after the interests of the licensee burn FAT trainers.
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The biggest mistakes when it comes to burning fat
We pass the knowledge gained from our work on to our customers day for day, either
during the coaching of individuals or in the form of lectures and papers that
are presented to a wide audience. Nevertheless, obvious signs of confusion are
frequently observed on peoples’ faces when we present our expositions. Some of the
run-of-the-mill wisdoms concerning the reduction of weight are anchored in the minds of
the populace according to the motto ”… have heard and read it so often, it must be so”.
We refer to them as the ”popular mistakes” that are made by the subject of weight
reduction. We should like to expose some of the ”celebrated” misapprehensions to you
here.

Mistakes with regard to nutrition
”People that want to lose weight must eat less”. The calorie-fairy tale, Part 1:
This assumption is based on the widespread ”Input-Output” theory that if the
caloric intake is greater than the caloric consumption, the surplus calories will be stored
as depot fat. In principle, this is quite correct.
But the calculations of the caloric intake and consumption fail pathetically, because the
metabolic capabilities of human beings differ to a marked degree. Our bodies are not a
”black box”, which can be plugged in and ensures that everything that is inserted at the
top will provide same result. In other words, forget the tables that allow you the
equivalent of two yoghurts for an hour’s work in the garden. You will have also made
the following observations in your circle of relatives and friends:
There are people, who eat very large portions by every meal, but are still very slender,
even though they do not engage in sporting activities or exercise themselves to any
major degree. On the other hand, we frequently encounter people who hardly eat
anything at all, but still put on weight continuously. In the morning – a few pieces of
fruit, midday – a couple of lettuce leaves, and a little cottage cheese in the evening, but
”I still put on weight” is the statement; unjust and unfair you may think. The good news
is that the metabolic behaviour can be influenced with a combination of exercise and
nutrition.
Unfortunately, the nonsense of diets and calorie counts is still rampant. But be careful;
if you want to lose weight by reducing the quantity you eat, you must expect to be
punished three times. Firstly, your functional capacity and concentration will decline
during the time you reduce the quantity you eat. You will be restless, impatient and
unbearable for your fellow human beings.
Secondly, your metabolism will become slower and switch over to a ”low flame”. The
loss of weight, which the scales indicated to you in the first place, is attributable
primarily to the loss of water and muscle mass. And what is more, you lose important
enzymes and other neurotransmitters thereby, too.
The third punishment becomes apparent after you have been compelled to return to
your previous eating habits. Your body is still operating on a ”low flame” and converts
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more of the ingested food into depot fat than is necessary to make sure that it has a
sufficient reserve for the next ”hunger period”.
The result; You will probably retain the same weight, but complete your diet with a
higher portion of body fat. Calorie counts and diets are nonsense. Your functional
capacity and also your psyche need sufficient food and with the appropriate relish. The
healthy solution is exercise (fat-metabolism training), together with the correct nutrition.

”We eat too much fat – the fat is the culprit”.
The fat has been condemned for many years. All the customary, principal foodstuffs
were therefore offered as low-fat variants. Low-fat milk, yoghurt with a 0% fat content,
fat-reduced ice cream and chocolate – the food supply companies certainly earn a
stack of money from the customers’ fear of fat.
Without any doubt, there are still people whose daily intake of saturated fats is not only
high, but they also underestimate the ”true fat content” of the foodstuffs (see ”Fat traps”
and ”True fat content”).
During our practice, we have come to know a second, large group of persons, who also
have problems with their weight, but actually eat small portions and low-fat foods. In
this case, the problem is the high consumption of sugar (e.g. concealed sugar in
finished products, soft drinks etc.) and not the fat. The constant ingestion of sugar and
the resultant secretion of insulin subject the blood-sugar level to a ”rollercoaster trip”.
The result: Unnatural, hunger signals and a destabilization of the concentration and
functional ability.
The solution for this group of persons is exercise (fat-metabolism training) and sugarreduced nutrition. In principle, it is unfair to label the fat as the culprit for this, because it
does not correlate with the eating habits of a large group of persons who are slightly or
moderately overweight.

”Sweeteners and ”light” products help to reduce weight”
The consumption of Cola ”light” is very popular especially with the younger generation.
Due to the frequent sitting and a deficiency in the exercise balance, a nice little
stomach establishes itself already in the early years. One tries to pacify the guilty
conscious with the aid of ”light products”. The assumption that one can save on calories
this way and thus reduce the weight a little or to keep it stable for a while at least, turns
out to be a flop. The reason: When a synthetically sweetened beverage or foodstuff is
consumed, the sweet taste in the mouth transmits a ”signal” to the pancreas, which
then proceeds to secrete large quantities of insulin. But no sugar calories are
forthcoming, because it is a well-known fact that sweeteners, unlike real sugar, do not
contain any calories. The ”erroneously” secreted insulin decreases the existing quantity
of blood sugar. The sinking blood-sugar level is always an alarm signal for the body.
The respective decrease has to be compensated, and so our body now ”insists” on the
intake of food – it transmits immense hunger signals. The major part of the
subsequently ingested food lands in the fat depot because of the increased level of
insulin.
Sweeteners make us fatter because they give us the feeling of hunger, which we would
never have had without them. Synthetic sweeteners have been employed very
successfully to stimulate the appetite and thus for the fattening of animals for many
decades, apparently they function just as good with human beings. For instance, the
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average U.S. citizen has acquired an even greater quantity of depot fat since the ”lightwave” spread like fire across the country. Our clearly defined message: Keep away
from synthetic sweeteners!

”There are products which act like fat eaters”
It is in the nature of human being to seek the path of least resistance. A complete
branch of industry, built around the long-standing quest for the reduction of weight,
utilizes this human phenomenon to its advantage. It is certainly a very tempting idea for
a person to obtain a dream figure without difficulty, without exercise and without any
restrictions. To be successful without exasperating intermediate stations like selfdiscipline and the conquering of one’s inner weaker self.
The German ”Stiftung Warentest” (Goods Survey Foundation)” has examined the 40
best-known products closely under the motto” Pills against Padding”. The result is a
slap in the face for the suppliers and a disillusion for the purchasers of such products:
”The wonder pill that helps to provide a model figure, without a drastic change in our
eating habits style of life, does not exist. This is also confirmed by our test. Beware of
the sensational pills that are advertised in the popular daily papers and tabloids. Don’t
trust any unrealistic ”before and after” stories or corresponding photographs. In the
majority of cases, they are nearly always fraudulent products that exploit the yearning,
fears and illusions of human beings” (Source: test 2/2001).
We can only confirm this experience.

”Fat can be reduced with L-Carnitin”
L-Carnitin has been offered as ”the means for burning fat” in the fitness and sports
sector for several years. L-Carnitin functions as a so-called ”fat carrier” in the body. It
transports fatty acids through the membrane of the mitochondria (the power plants of
the cells) into the cells of the body. It is thus associated directly with the burning of fat.
About 20 g L-Carnitin is present in the body. It can be ingested by means of the food or
also produced from the amino acids, lysine and methionine (the intake of high-quality
protein is therefore also recommended) by the body itself. It is found primarily in meat
(consequently the name of carnis = lat. meat).
With the tests conducted in the field of sports medicine, it was assumed that by means
of oral administration the L-Carnitin level would increase and also more fatty acids pass
into the cells. This would result in an improved performance in the long-term endurance
sector. During the tests, it was established that about 50% of the well-trained
endurance sportsmen reacted positively to high doses of L-Carnitin (about 2-4 g of pure
L-Carnitin per day). Some of them even improved their performance of endurance by
as much as 10%. But this only applies to well-trained sportsmen (from about 15-20
hours training per week) and only in a combination with training. No fat is burned up
without any exercise.
What followed after this is a wonderful example of how normal consumers can be
misled. After the publication of the sports medicine studies, L-Carnitin was acclaimed
as a wonder product for the burning of fat: ”15% increase in the burning of fat”. A little
later ”Burn fat while you sleep”. The products retailed on the market are mostly dosed
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to such a low extent (e.g. 50 mg L-Carnitin per tablet, to be sucked) that one can be
quite certain that there will not any objective effect, unless the whole packet is
swallowed in one go. Furthermore, the products (the tablets to be sucked, powder and
ready-to-drink beverages) contain large quantities of sugar and/or sweeteners, which
have a contraproductive effect on the burning of any fat. In the meantime, creams with
L-Carnitin are even being offered now for rubbing into the problem zones – a
completely abstruse idea, because your fat pads will never allow themselves to be
impressed with this. Once again, and to make it perfectly clear: Vast amounts of LCarnitin will not do you any good whatsoever without exercise.

Mistakes with regard to exercise
”The better, the more intensive it is”
Many people who wish to reduce weight start their exercise program under the motto ”A
great deal helps a lot”. Old patterns of behaviour, the knowledge gained from school
sports and also the merits of the modern achievement-oriented society influence these
thoughts. ”You can’t make something out of nothing” and so despite all the positive
recommendations and advice, hardly anyone is surprised to see men, in particular and
also in their best years, running puffing and panting through the public parks and
woods nowadays.
In the main, intensive training is based on the metabolism of carbohydrates. The
musculature and liver are freed of carbohydrates, the blood-sugar level sinks, and after
a recovery phase of about 30 minutes’ duration, the intense hunger that starts to set in
is satisfied, i.e. the carbohydrate depots are refilled again. The fat metabolism has
hardly any effect on this procedure.

”It depends on the quantity of the burned calories”. The calorie-fairy tale, Part II.
This assumption is also based on the ”Input-Output” theory. A message, to the effect
that loosening-up and light training are no longer ”in” and that the quantity of the burned
calories is the sole decisive factor, has been publicized and circulated by numerous
fitness magazines and centres for about two years now. It is an untruth whichever way
you look at it.
The solution to weight and figure problems is the ”negative energy balance”. If more
calories are spent than taken up, the body will be compelled to obtain the missing
energy from the fats automatically, the so-called ”turbo effect”.
Everything seems really logical at the first glance (peep), because it is possible to
achieve moderate successes in the case of a fit and well-trained person whose
favourite hobby is namely ”fitness”. However, such a procedure is contraproductive in
the case of persons who are overweight. The reason for this is that the body does not
have sufficient fat-inducing hormones and enzymes at its disposal for them. In view of
this, it signals – with severe pangs of hunger shortly after a period of intensive training
– that the carbohydrate depots have to be refilled. Moreover, it is seldom that persons
who are overweight pursue this type of training for longer than 3 to 6 months, because
it is simply and affectively too exerting over a longer period.
But the decisive point is: It makes no difference whatsoever how many calories are
burned up during a training session, respectively with the exercise. With a person who
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is overweight, it is a question of ”freeing the way” to the fat depots for the hormones
and enzymes.
If you are a poor or moderate fat metabolic and want to be a good fat metabolic, then
all you have to do is to increase the quantity of your fat-inducing hormones and
enzymes. You will then consume proportionally more fat in the sitting, lying and
standing position in the 23 hours in which there is no training than you would in the
one-hour training session. You can produce the necessary hormones and enzymes
yourself by means of relaxed and moderate, but long and regularly conducted fatmetabolic training.

”One should still be able to converse during running and cycling, then fat will be
burned”
Men and women alike can find this advice in every second article or book on this
subject, exactly like the run-of-the-mill recommendation ”Run in the aerobic range, i.e.
where there is a surplus of oxygen, and you will your burn fat”. Aerobic (= with air) and
anaerobic (= without air) relates to the supply of oxygen in the musculature during
exercise. In fact with the above advice, we can establish the approximate difference
and just how many fitness fans follow it. However, this does not tell us anything at all
about the ”fuel” mixture which is burned in the musculature. The range in which the
depot fat is burned differs primarily with every human being and should be determined
by means of a test with pulse values.

”The pulse values for the burning of fat can be determined with the rule-of-thumb
formula 220-age x 0.6”
All the formulae and calculations for pulse values are derived from the mother of all the
pulse formulae:
220-age = theoretical maximum heart frequency
It is usual to deduct some percentage values from this theoretical maximum heart
frequency. So much for the theory – we observe a completely different picture in our
practice.
The individual cardiovascular system behaviour differs with every person. The
theoretical maximum heart frequency does not concur approximately with the effective
maximum heart frequency by even 20% of the test persons, not to mention the pulse
values for the burning of fat. An example:
Two men of the same age (early forties) exhibited approximately the same maximum
functional capability during a test. With a reading of 240 Watt on the ergometer, one of
the test persons attained a maximum impulse of 218 (test graphic, left) and the other
test person a maximum impulse value of 162.
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The pulse range by which depot fat is burned primarily is always individual and should
be defined by means of a test.

”Fat is burned from the first minute on”
This is also a popular contentious issue for the training scientists and fitness experts.
Moreover, the focus is always directed on the muscle cell to see what is being burned
there. When this is done, one establishes quite correctly ”There is certainly fat there
from the first minute on”.
However, this fat is muscle triglyceride (= fat which is stored in the musculature) and
not depot fat. But if one wishes to find out when and how the fat cells of the
subcutaneous tissue are emptied, we have to focus directly on the fat cells.
According to our experience, there is only one way to empty the fat cells permanently.
With relaxed and continuous exercise, the hormone ACTH (adrenocorticotrophic
hormone) causes the suprarenal glands to secrete noradrenaline. Noradrenaline, the
”gentle” stress hormone, transmits the command of the brain to the fat cells. The
enzyme HSL (Hormone-Sensitive Lipase), which is active in the fat cells, orders the
stored fatty acids to leave the fat cells and to enter the free blood circulation so that the
fatty acids can be made available as fuel to the muscle cells (FFS = Free Fatty Acids).
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The complete process, which extends from the initial activation of the hormones to the
moment the fatty acids from the depot fat finally enter the muscles cells for burning,
takes time. It is only after a period of 20 to 30 minutes that the fatty acids begin to
dissolve to any appreciable extent out of the depot fat.
In clear text: Proper fat-metabolic training must extend longer than 30 minutes. Our
recommendation; Instead of 4 x 30 minutes, better two x 60 minutes.

”Fat burning takes place at Lactate value 4mmol/L”
This is also a very common mistake. Lactate (also lactic acid) is a so-to-say ”waste
product” that results during the production of energy in the muscle cell. The more we
exert ourselves, the more lactate. Conclusions can be drawn as to the required
metabolic conditions by means of the lactate concentration in the blood. With a lactate
concentration of about 4-mmol/l blood, we find ourselves in an aerobic metabolic
condition (sufficient oxygen in the muscle cell) by which the primary carbohydrates are
used as fuel. This goes well until the depots are emptied, which usually takes about 1.5
to 2.5 hours. If the above mentioned and general statement were correct, a person
should be able to ride a bicycle, for example, with this intensity for several hours. It this
were the burning of fat, we should be able to absolve the same distance (the same
program) just as quickly again after these two hours, which was negated by all the test
persons.
The leading laboratories for performance diagnostics are agreed: The correct lactate
concentration for the optimum burning of fat is about 1.5 to 2.0-mmol/l and not 4mmol/l.
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Mistakes with regard to relaxation
”Stress reduces fat”
In the literature published on the subject of stress, mention is always made in passing
about the activation of the energy reserves. Consequently, the fat of many of our
customers, with an engagement of 12 and more hours per working day, some 100 to
150 e-mails and a number of customer projects running in parallel, should melt away
like ice cream in the sun.
That this is not the case in this connection can be explained as follows:
Under continuous emotional stress, which cannot be reduced physically to a sufficient
extent, cortisone – the stress hormone – is secreted via the stations hypothalamus,
hypophysis and supradrenal, and causes the increased storage of fat in the depots. In
combination with the insulin, the cortisone forms a nice duet, which fills the fat depots
relentlessly.

”Stress is stress”
Here again, the individual situation in which you find yourself momentarily plays a
decisive role. If you feel nervous, fatigued, tired and worn out, you will find every
additional strain negative and simply annoying. You do not have any great mental
capacity to consider the stressors. On the other hand, if you have sufficient time and /or
intellectual capacity available, then you are pleased to accept a new challenge. We
speak then of the positive stress, With the so-called Eu-stress (positive perceived
stress), which forces and inspires us to a high readiness for performance,
noradrenaline is secreted primarily instead of cortisone (hormone of the distress =
negative perceived stress), and results in a substantial dissolution of fat. You can also
secrete the dosage of noradrenaline yourself by means of a light and relaxed exercise
program.
With a goal-oriented relaxation technique, you can also ensure that you will be quieter
and better balanced, so that less cortisone is secreted under similar stress conditions.
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Introduction
The hardship
Most people, who have problems with their figure/physique or have to contend with the
problem of fat, suffer permanently and daily from it. This also applies to persons, who
are not considered to be really ”fat”, but certainly suffer very much from their ”problem
zones”. In the case of women, the best-known problem zones are the posterior, hips
and thighs. The term ”riding breeches” has also become an established term here.
With a man, it’s the stomach. In the vernacular, it is referred to quite charmingly with
expressions like ”lifebelt”, ”kettledrum” or ”paunch”.

The daily association with this burden is mirrored to a greater extent in the
subconscious. A great many women try to conceal their problems more or less skilfully
with articles of clothing. For example, a typical action in this respect is the involuntary
touching of the problem zone with the hands on entering a restaurant. Further frequent
observations are the brief brushing of the posterior with the back of the hand or pulling
the bottom end of a blouse or sweater down. The masculine variant is the hoisting of
the trouser waistband. These actions are reflexes that mirror the extent to which the
person(s) is affected and suffers from time to time, also subconsciously, under this
problem.
The vicious circle
Since, in general, a number of efforts have been made to bring the problem of the
annoying fat pads under control, resignation occurs quite frequently. One realizes that
there is no quick solution to this problem. A form of ”loser mentality” arises and a real
vicious circle comes into motion and can lead to depressions,
As a final ”protest”, a form of ”calculated optimism” ”I like being fat and feel
completely content”, ”Sport is stupid” etc. manifests itself for a short time.
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The ”Magic” triangle
The problem, as a whole, is that the negative effects influence not only the Health of the
respective person, but also the other areas of his/her life. We describe these
phenomena as the ”Magic Triangle”. Should the fat or the figure become an agony, the
resultant negative thoughts are also present in the life areas Family and Profession.
®
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Inactivity
Indisposition
Exhaustion
Illness

Negativ psyche
Eating by frustration
Deposition of fat
Figure expansion
etc.

Magic triangle

If we are in good health and satisfied with our figure/physique, the resultant, positive
emotional condition has a motivating effect, which also makes other completely different
things possible. People that feel well radiate their condition. And what one radiates is
returned many times over. In short, a positive basic attitude makes the daily grind much
easier.
Lack of self-discipline?
”The devilish Mr. Fat” has said that we lack self-discipline, but we maintain that you
have a sufficient amount: But you have not found any access to your Source of
Energy, to your Motivation so far. And since you were not aware of this, it has induced
a feeling of discouragement and vexation. The ”burn FAT don’t burnout® program” is
not a new fangled twaddle, but is based on the body’s physiological mode of operation.
Several thousand women and men have attained their desired figure/physique and –
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what is much more important – they have kept it that way. But they all brought
something decisive with them when they came to us,
The will to change something!
Your mental attitude is the decisive factor for your success – for as it is said so nicely
”It starts in the head”.
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Where does the fat come from?
In principle and without any further information, the word ”fat” here always infers the
body or depot fat and not the nutritive fat, which will be considered in more detail in the
chapter ”Nutrition”.
Why do we store body fat?
The evolution has blessed us with depot fat. Our ancestors lived in caves, hunted
mammoths and had to endure the irregular ingestion of food. If a mammoth was killed,
the tusks were worked to tools, the hairy skin was a first-rate article of clothing and one
had either enough to eat for a short time or, perhaps, too much. The meat of the
mammoth was eaten as long as it was edible. And everything was eaten because one
did not know how long the next period of hunger would last. In the course of the
evolution, the body learned to store the excessive intake of food in the form of depot fat
– our ancestors had big stomachs because they over ate themselves simply and
compulsively in order to survive.

®
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The mammoth and the fat

A doctor describes this today as follows;
”The depot fats serve as an energy reserve. In case of a surplus of energy, large
lipid quantities can be stored in the form of neutral fats, first and foremost, in the
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abdominal cavity and in the subcutaneous adipose tissue and, if required, mobilized
again and placed at the disposal of the metabolic process.”
Source: ECR Pharma AG, Dr. med. Beat Knechtle

Our ancestors also developed the ability to tap this ”fat reserve”, if it became necessary.
In the times when no mammoths were to be found, the depot fat was required as a
source of energy for the active ”search for food”, which extended over days or sometimes
weeks. In general, very long distances had to be covered continuously in the search for
food. The stored fat provided the energy for this. Our ancestors thus ”created” the
possibility of burning fat for us.
But, and this is the root of our present-day evil, we don’t have to go far to find food
nowadays, the walk to the refrigerator or the journey to the restaurant can hardly be
described as a physical exertion. By the least signs of hunger, we have immediate
access to food, or eat because a certain time, e.g. 12 o’clock midday, is reached –
irrespective of whether we are really hungry or not. The storage of the surplus food as fat
functions very well by us these days. However, we don’t need to burn fat any more,
because we have more than enough at our disposal, namely permanently and in excess,
through the food.
In other words, this is the real problem: we have no need to mobilize our energy reserve
fat any more. Unfortunately, our heritage has not yet accustomed itself yet to the recent
existence of a surplus of food.
The earth is estimated to have a history of 3.5 to 4 billion years, the development history
of our species is about 2 million years (from ”Homo Rudolfensis”). And it was only from
the Middle and New Stone Age (approximately 4000 BC) on that our ancestors had to
move themselves less and less for their supply of food.
6000 of 2 million years is 0.033% - the time of a wink in our evolution. Nevertheless, this
period (4000 BC to 1950 AD) was also marked by long periods of hunger that were
attributable to either natural catastrophes or wars.
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The human being is born to run…? – A story to think about
A space ship landed on our planet a few thousand years before Jesus Christ and
the extraterrestrial inhabitants observed the earthmen. A younger extraterrestrial
remarked to one of the old wise men ”Look how nimble the earthmen are, how
they run to hunt for food!” But this was nothing out of the ordinary for the old man,
for he had visited the Earth several times before. On the other hand, the young
visitor was absolutely fascinated by the hustle and bustle of the inhabitants of the
earth, and did not give any peace. ”Look, how they run!”. ”Let them alone, they
were made for this!”, replied the wise extraterrestrial.
If they would pay us a visit again nowadays, at least the young man would be
somewhat disappointed. The running and physically active inhabitants of the earth
have become sitters and chair warmers. They sit at the table for breakfast, in the
seat of their car, then in the lift, later for a longer time in their office chair, and
subsequently on a seat in the canteen or restaurant. And once again after a long
period in the office and conference room chair, in their cars and finally in the
beloved television armchair at home. Likewise, our visitor would discover that
people do not eat when they are hungry any more, but according to the ”clock”.
For example, they eat at midday, because there is break between 12 and 1
o’clock. They don’t have to hunt for feed arduously any more, because now there
are large white cupboards with a door, which conceal exquisite delicacies. People
also go to special houses, called restaurants, several times a week, where they
can eat with other earthmen and women. In the houses with a large yellow letter
”M”, everything goes especially quickly; this is very important, because ever since
the inhabitants of the earth have had this ”clock”, they have always been in a hurry
to change between the numerous chairs and seats.
Nevertheless, there are a few people, who admittedly do not run after a mammoth to
smash its skull with their self-made clubs any more, but at least they run. Some of the
runners accomplish it so well that they are permitted to compete in arenas specially
prepared for this purpose, and are watched and cheered on by the non runners (who
occupy seats in the stadion). The non-runners, who cannot manage the way to the
stadium any more, can also see the good runners in another box at home. These
people sit or lie on their favourite piece of furniture, which they call the ”couch” or ”sofa”,
and drink a yellow liquid with a white froth while they sit and watch. And simultaneously,
they devour packets of so-called yellow-brown crisps. The people who master this
especially are allowed to bear – with immense pride – a title, they are known as ”Couch
Potatoes”.
And here our little story of the visitors from outer space ends
When we consider how our behaviour and habits have changed a little closer, we find
that the period in which this took place is a just the time of a wink in comparison with
that of the complete evolution of our species. But this sounds a little frightening, doesn’t
it? And it really is, when we look at the illnesses caused by civilization in industrial
countries: insufficient exercise, overweight, alcohol and the consumption of nicotine. It
is up to us to change this now.
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The quantity problem
In general, the ”weight problems” of our society are mostly associated with quantity, i.e.
the number of calories taken into the body is larger than the energy requirement. But to
make it very clear again: It is up to your individual metabolism if you gain body fat and
not a matter of standardised calculations of the caloric intake
Our body behaves like some grandmothers with their money – it saves for ”a rainy day”
and stores the excess nutrients that it receives in the form of depot fat in the problem
zones that plague us so much. The composition of the nutrients does not make a big
difference, for the majority of them are converted into fat.

Our body is a genial ”conversion machine”. Once you have realized this, it will be quite
clear to you why it is futile to discuss the subject of diets. If and when they function
(short-term), it is only because the number of calories has been reduced, and not
because the nutrients are grouped together in a particular way.
• Too many ”carbohydrates” are stored as depot fat by the body.
• Too many ”proteins” are stored as depot fat by the body.
• Too many ”nutrient fats” are stored as depot fat by the body.
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The fat cells
To begin with, it should be noted that our number of fat cells is determined more or
less genetically. Due to incorrect nutrition in our childhood, however, further fat cells
are developed, which also mark the tendency to overweight in later years. In the
unfilled state, the cells are very small, but have the ability to increase enormously in
size; even slender persons have a large number of fat cells, but they are not filled.
Due to the excessive ingestion of food, the fat cells fill increasingly and expand to up
to 200 times their original size. The fat cells always exist, unless they are removed
operatively. But it is certainly less expensive and healthier to empty them by means of
the ”burn FAT don’t burnout® program”.

Constant dropping wears away the stone
… or also: ”the continuous ingestion of small quantities of ”excess” food is manifested in
the problem zones”.
In plain English: We don’t become fat overnight, but put on weight slowly and
continuously over months and years. The fat cells fill slowly and constantly with the
small excess of calories every day.
When we observe the principles of nature (day/night, ebb/flood, winter/summer etc.,
over periods of always the same length), it is quite obvious that we cannot loose the
body fat overnight. In other words: What goes quickly away, is back just as quickly
again.
Fat-burning facts
• Excess calories are stored as depot fat by the body
• In addition to the ”Store fat” program, the evolution has given us the ”Mobilize
fat” program
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How it does not work
You have no doubt made several efforts to dispense with your fat – in some cases with
more and, in others, with less success. With this chapter, we should like to explain to
you why many of the current methods cannot work in the long term.
Sector Nutrition
Diets
Diet = A form of nourishment that deviates from the habitual course of feeding, for
which the food and drink is regulated in a specific art and manner to prevent or treat
an illness.
Source: Brockhaus Dictionary
The most popular variant ”for tackling the fat” is the commencement of a diet. Nearly
50% of the women in Europe have started to diet on one or more occasions. At the
same time, there are also so-called ”chronic, willing dieticians” – 5% of the women diet
continuously in one way or another.
For all that, diets are also fashionable. Those who tried ”Hay’s Food Combining Diet”
yesterday, are crazy about the ”Fit-for-Life Diet” today, only to praise the ”All-you-caneat-diet” to the skies tomorrow. The aim is always the same: to lose weight.
The first thing to do is obviously to reduce that what the fat produces. Unfortunately,
however, very few people know what takes place in their body, when they diet.
To begin with, the intake of calories is reduced. From one day to the next, the body has
to get along with less food than it was used to in the past. The entire metabolism slows
down. The initial successes on the scales (less weight) are mainly attributable to water.
The body also continues to draw on its own protein for the generation of energy. The
depot fat is also only utilized reluctantly and gradually as a source of energy. However,
since this represents an emergency-energy system, it is only used to a minor extent,
namely as long as the other two sources (carbohydrate store and body protein) are, at
least, still partly intact.

The less food that we supply to the body, the higher the proportion of food stored by
the body as fat. This is also a precautionary measure of our body. In other words, we
reduce our active muscular mass and the liquid budget of the body, which is certainly
reflected on the scales. Unfortunately, however, the body fat is hardly reduced,
because the decreased, but still regular supply of food, does not constitute any real
”need”.
Once the diet has been relaxed or terminated, we go back to the eating habits again
that we have acquired over many years. The body, however, does not return to its old
metabolic level so quickly. It still works at the retarded level to which it adjusted itself in
the first days of the diet and, actually, would now manage with a smaller supply of
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energy. Since the supply corresponds to the old habits, an even larger part of the food
is converted into depot fat than before the diet.
Secondly, there is less metabolic-active mass (musculature) now. In other words, the
body could – once it has adjusted itself to its previous level again – also manage with
somewhat less food than beforehand. The result: A larger part of the food is also
converted into fat long after the diet and fills the fat cells relentlessly.
Although these differences only come to nuances by a customary diet, it all leads,
nevertheless, to one negative effect: It becomes slightly worse with every diet.
The short-term result is known: The kilograms are quickly back again – known as the
Yo-Yo effect. The next diet is even more radical, the body loses primarily water and
muscle mass every time.
Long-term result: Even by the same weight in some cases, the proportion of body fat
(inactive mass) increases more and more. In most cases, the absolute weight ”then
goes off the rails” as well.

Starvation diets, hunger and hunger-cure
With these variants, the entire event becomes even more extreme. The body takes a
completely different path for the generation of energy – it burns mostly protein in the
first week, which it obtains primarily from the musculature. However, it also breaks other
valuable substances down, which consist of endogenous protein, the amino acids.
Since all the important enzymes, neuro transmitters and processes of the body consist
of amino acid compounds, or are dependent on them, we can only guess the extent to
which extent the overall efficiency of our body is reduced.
The religious promise ”Fasting purifies the mind, decorates the soul and tames the
sensual pleasure”, is remunerated with enormous metabolic damage: The muscles,
built up on protein, suffer damage and loss of substance: the electrolytic budget
loses its equilibrium and the extensive loss of potassium irritates the heart muscle”.
(Source: Der Spiegel, Spezial Gesundheit 1999)
Fasting or remedial fasting is made by many people under the false hope that, in this
way, they could reduce weight or ever dispense with fat. Under certain circumstances,
remedial fasting can be expedient for the excretion of waste and residual substances
that have collected in the body. But only for this. The organs will be detoxicated and
relieved.
However, the weight that is lost to begin with, consists mainly of water, muscle mass
and a little body fat again. In view of the absence of food, the body reduces all the
metabolic processes to a minimum. On conclusion of the fastening, it operates further,
but initially on a low flame – and endeavours firstly to fill the fat deposits even more in
case of further forthcoming ”famines”. Once the fat mass is back on an even keel again,
we are still short of the active muscle mass. The immune system is affected and
instead of being full of energy, we feel tried and weary.
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Sector Sporting activities
You will probably have known for a long time that under certain circumstances exercise
can contribute to weight reduction. The inevitable question now arises: ”Why don’t the
majority of people attain their objectives then

Power training…
Fitness centre
The way to the nearest fitness centre is favoured just as much by women as men. In
the period when some of the medical or health insurance companies agreed to pay
a part or the full annual fees, the fitness centres had an inrush of new members.
Since it is very difficult to prove whether the insured persons really attend training
regularly, a number of the medical or health insurance companies have
reconsidered their generosity. Whatever the case, the fitness centres were the
winners. After all, members that pay their membership fees and never attend are
the– most profitable. Diverse group activities are offered in addition to the standard
power machines. The best known are classical Aerobic, Step Aerobic and
Spinning. All these activities are extolled with emphasis of the word aerobe (= with
oxygen) and, in some cases, with the predicate ”fat burning”. In actual fact,
however, it is often the opposite. The intensities of the training are usually so high
that hardly any fat is burned, the aerobic should therefore be designated rather
more as ”An-aerobic”.
In the meantime, a few – and when only a few – fitness centres have developed
extremely well and their personnel have undergone further training in the sectors
metabolism and performance psychology. In such cardiovascular system-oriented
centres, it pays to seek advice on the question of burning fat. (Exercise measures
for the extremely oriented burning of fat will be presented in the next chapter). The
terms ”aerobic”/”anaerobic” and fat burning will be explained within the framework of
the metabolic processes).

If we visualize the prime motivation of a fitness-studio enthusiast – the ”figure” is
rated the most important by some 70% of them – it becomes quite clear that the
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time invested to attain this goal is frequently ineffective. Physicians who practice
sports medicine see it pragmatically:
Exercise is a must, because most of the illnesses common to modern
civilization (obesity, adult-onset diabetes, cardiac infarction, inter alia) are
attributable to insufficient exercise, and more than false nutrition and stress.
However, not every form of exercise keeps one really healthy, because we
exercise ourselves too hard or quickly with most kinds of sport.
Source: Dieter Lagerstrom, Lecturer at the Institute for Circulatory Research
and Sports Medicine of the College of Physical Education in Cologne (DE).

Game sports (Football, Tennis etc.)
Our metabolism, which we have considered primarily, reacts with the greatest
adaptation effect to a peaceful and uniform form of exercise. Consequently, it is
necessary to maintain a constant load. This means that no forms of game sports can be
considered for the subject of fat burn, because here the rhythm and the intensity are
dictated virtually from outside.
The pulse curve of a 55-year old client playing tennis here is a really typical example for
a game sport. Match of one set (6-7) over a period of 1 hour.

The pulse curve of a tennis player

The major part of the load occurs between pulse 140 and 160. In this particular
case, the pulse range for the burning of fat, which was determined by means of a
test, is 115 to 135. So it is quite obvious that very little fat was burned during the
hour of tennis.
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Jogging
Apart from the fitness centre, occasional jogging is the most simple and popular
variant ”to tackle the fat”. It usually starts like this: Under the influence of the
motivation ”… something has to be done”, a good portion of energy is released.
The old sports or tennis shoes in the darkest corner of the wardrobe come to light
again and dressed with a T-shirt or sweatshirt made of cotton, we’re off:
Through the house door and with full speed ahead, an effort is made to avoid the
unbelieving glances of the neighbours and relatives as quickly as possible.
Sooner or later everything went OK in the past, so let’s see what is still there now.
The first street corner is reached, the face is already scarlet in colour and the
breathing resembles an old locomotive chugging along at high-speed. The pace is
throttled to a rate at which there is at least a feeling that we still have enough
breath. Along the customary, local jogging course, we quickly discover our fellowsufferers. After about 20 to 30 minutes, we arrive home again and complete the
”training” with a short sprint to the house door. We take a shower and then comes
the best of all; At last, we have done something and the supposedly consumed
calories are stuffed greedily away again with a sumptuous meal.
Correct everyday nutrition, in combination with exercise, will be dealt with in the
chapter ”Nutrition”.
For the rest of the day, we have to relax on the couch, the next working day is
marked by stiffness and pain, as well as signs of fatigue. And motivated by the
feeling that we have done something ”good” for ourselves, we try the same thing
once again the following weekend.
But there is room for improvement, we must be faster and run further. The states of
exhaustion are accompanied by pain in places, which we never knew before, and so
a decision is made to end the suffering after a couple of weeks. ”Sport is real murder,
and so we should leave it best to the masochists.
The somewhat negative start to jogging described here is by no means an isolated
case, for it occurs overall. Variants with the bicycle or inline skates are just the same. It
results from the lack of knowledge of the metabolic processes and the burning of fat.

My own experience (by Ole Petersen)
I had no interest whatsoever in sports when I was young. I still feel stricken with horror
when I recall sport at school. We underwent so-called circle training in the school hall
quite frequently, by which one had to gain as many points as possible. Without any
warm-up and with numerous breaks in between, we had to lie on our stomachs and
throw a very heavy medicine ball over a certain distance frequently against the wall. Or
to jump over a bench as many times as we could within a period of two minutes. Those
who did not gain a certain number of points were considered a ”dead loss”; regardless
of whether they suffered back pains or how they felt otherwise.
And during my period of study, I still had no interest in sport. Instead, I devoted any
spare time that I had to the older part of Düsseldorf and the fellow female students.
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From the 20th to the 30th year of my life, my hobby was so-called semi-luxury foods and
tobacco triathlon. A very unhealthy combination of 40 cigarettes, a great deal of junk
food and red wine in the evening – and this every day. My physique reflected the way I
lived.
With the ”Pirelli tyre” around my stomach, I felt very unwell at this time. And the
persistent feeling of being ”behind with the work” was even worse. The mind and the
body swung reciprocally in the negative. In short, I was marking time, the mental
trauma became worse and worse … it can’t go on like this. The obvious alternative was
to go to the next fitness centre? I bought a season ticket valued for a period of one
year, my declared objective was
”I must get rid of the fat – success must come my way”
I began my training program with the apparatus under expert direction. To ensure that
the ”spare tyre got it in the neck straight away”, I practised many extra abdominal
exercises. After three to four months, I felt I wasn’t much nearer to my goal, although I
had trained really diligently, three to four times a week sometimes. Although I felt
somewhat better in myself than beforehand, my well being was nothing to shout about.
The figure was still not right, and the measurement of my stomach circumference again
confirmed my assumptions. In fact the circumference of my stomach had increased by
as much as 6 cm.
What had happened?
My power training had undoubtedly made an impression on my stomach muscles, and
they reacted to the training with growth. Nevertheless, the fat lying over the stomach
musculature was still there. The muscles now pressed the fat even more outwards and
the frustration became greater and greater when I looked in the mirror. Although I
pedalled on the bicycle ergometer really intensively for about 30 minutes after every
power-training session, it didn’t lead to any improvement. Encouraged by a friend, I
wanted to try it now with jogging. After the failure of my attempt in the fitness centre, I
crammed my old tennis shoes, which I found in the attic, in a bag and ran off as quickly
as I could go. My first objective was the peak of the Bachtel, a small mountain with an
altitude of 1110 m in the Zurich-Uplands. Since my fitness left a lot to be desired, it was
obvious that I would not come very far. I was already out of breath after running just a
few hundred metres up the mountain. After a brief walking break, I tried it again and
became a stitch in the side. I couldn’t believe it or understand why it simply didn’t go. I
made further starting attempts, but always experienced the same problem. I just
couldn’t accomplish what I believed I must be able to do. After my jogging sessions, I
always felt really all in and my knees and legs were painful. A few months passed
before a sports physician acquainted me with a healthy and effective training program. I
made a coronary circulation test (as described in this book) and walked (jogging was
not on to begin with) according to the pre-specified instructions two or three times a
week for periods of 40 to 50 minutes each. Nine months passed before I could tighten
my belt to the extent of three holes (i.e. 9 cm), the goal that I had set myself secretly
beforehand.

My physical transformation went hand-in-hand with the change in my attitude of
mind: From a time of frustration and vacancy to a time of energy and the successful
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accomplishment. This period of my lifetime also marks the realization of two
business ideas, the setting of two records in the ultra-triathlon and the writing of a
number of publications.
After experiencing it myself and realizing how it is done, the successes came, so to
speak, automatically. I met other sufferers, who wasted a great deal of time on
measures that fell ineffectively flat, continually and so I decided to invest all my
energy in the clarification and promulgation of this health-promoting program.
A great many of my dreams have been more than fulfilled – nowadays I derive a great
deal of motivation and satisfaction from helping other people to fulfil their aims with
regard to their health, and also their dreams.

Swindlers, touts and con-men…
I regret to say that there is also a whole series of dubious offers, which completely
lack any scientific basis. Here are few examples of this:
”7 kilograms in 7 days. The effervescent tablets contain fibre extract from the
shells of crustaceans, which absorbs the fat like a sponge, existing fat pads are
degraded”.
”13 kilograms are gone already, thanks to the Bio-Slender-Chip”. Stick it on
your arm and reduce your weight”.
”New sensational fat killer, a combination of tea and vegetable pastilles”.
The majority of these offers are accompanied by indications of the weight and
photographs of alleged customers, who have succeeded. Whenever such offers were
analysed by serious test institutes, they have turned out to be flops.

My own experience (by Sonia Goretzki)
I was born in Katowice, Poland, where I grew up and lived until the twelfth year of my
life. Goodies such as sweets and chocolates were a real rarity for us. In the 1980s, we
could only buy 1-kg sugar per month for the whole family and so we could not bake a
fine cake either. Meat or fish were only obtainable once a week at the most. On the
other hand, there was no shortage of potatoes, peas and beans, buttermilk etc. (for us
the cheapest alternative at that time).
I was scarcely 13 years of age and a lightweight of 42 kilograms when I arrived in
Germany and, from then on, my whole life changed completely within a few weeks. It
was very impressive: One could go into a shop and buy a great deal of food for just a
few hours’ work. To be honest, this is what I did. With the feeling of a better quality of
life, I didn’t repress myself in any way – and unfortunately not only by the healthy
foods. With at least 3 bars of chocolate a day and plenty of meat, I put on 20 kilograms
within a period of six months. It went so quickly that I didn’t realize the physical
changes until much later.
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The most crucial experience for me was when I visited my relatives in Poland for the
first time. Nobody recognized me any more. Once they learned who I was, I had to
hear the comment: ”You have changed so much. You look really healthy now…!” Sad
to say that some people considered red, fat cheeks and a real fat pad on the stomach
a sign of ”good health”.
When I returned to Germany again, I decided to lose weight. Like many other people, I
also thought that if you put on weight when you eat, you should be able to lose it when
you don’t eat, and so I began my first effort. I kept it going for three days and only
thought of eating, hardly slept and drunk too little water, and sooner or later I simply
collapsed on the school playground. At that time, I couldn’t have cared less, the main
thing was that I had lost three kilograms. However, a ravenous appetite and gluttony
caused me to put on a great deal of weight again, in other words the yo-yo effect. The
consequences, I had to try a new diet.
From eating only half as much, through a potato diet to the fruit diet, I failed every
time. Lack of self-confidence, depressions and sleepless nights were the
consequences, which induced me to eat more again. Eating made me happy. In the
meantime, I had three different spare-time jobs (picking strawberries, kitchen work in
a restaurant and baby sitting) and allowed myself to be led by the commercials in TV
to such an extent – that I just had to try pills that promised the loss of weight. I tried
eight different kinds and experienced the same result in each case. As a
consequence of stomach upsets, vomiting, diarrhoea and inflammations of the
pancreas, the scales showed less for a short while, but the disappointment was
already great after only a few days. I had enough of these continuous up and downs.
I acquired a few books on nutrition and began to analyse the subject. But then came
the great motivation, I met my first love and it was quite clear to me that a couple in
love would be intimate some time or other, but not in this ”condition”. At last, I didn’t
have to think constantly about eating, the thoughts I had were naturally much more
beautiful. The pounds tumbled, but only through healthy food, and the support of a
moderate exercise program.
My objective, which seemed so unattainable for me after the three-year struggle,
suddenly became true and I have never put on weight again since. Today, I am
grateful for the experience that I have acquired (even though my pancreas does not
function in an optimum manner any more), because it enables me to place myself in
the position of and to share as well as help people who have a problem with their
weight and figure.

Fat-burning facts:
• Diets usually lead to more fat; in general, sport is often practised too
intensively.
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How it works
If the solution is not to be found in diets or fasting, then what does the solution look
like if we want to lose body fat and retain the active muscle mass?
As we said once before: You have only one chance to overcome the fat:
you must burn it!
You must give your metabolism a boost with some exercise, if you want to
• burn your depot fat, and
• awaken the natural hunger and satiation feelings of your body again.
We call the exercise for this ”Fat-Mobilization Training”, or in short FM-Training.

Our Energy chain and Metabolism
To enable you to understand the respective measures of the ”burn FAT don’t
burnout® program”, we must firstly elucidate the energy chain and then the metabolic
processes in the body by the various intensities of the exercises. Admittedly, this is a
really uninteresting subject from the field of psychology, but when we consider it more
closely the things that happen in our body are really exciting. To make the entirety
even more transparent, we should like to make a comparison with an automobile:
®
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Energy chain
A physical performance necessitates energy. The production of energy requires a
propellant or fuel, which is processed with oxygen (oxidized = combusted). A pumping
system is also needed to transport the required oxygen from the reception point
(lungs) to the muscle cell (energy factory and workplace). This function is performed
by the cardiovascular system, by which the heart serves as the pump and the
arteries (the blood vessels leading away from the heart) and the veins (the blood
vessels leading back to the heart). If our body has to or wishes to upgrate its
performance, the energy demand increases accordingly. This demand is fulfilled
through the conversion of more fuel (in comparison, the acceleration of an automobile
also results in an increased consumption of petrol). In other words, more oxygen is
also required for the processing of this larger quantity of fuel. The increased transport
capacity is realized by the pumping performance of the cardiovascular system (faster
pumping). This is noticeable in the practice through the higher pulse rate.
Consequently, the pulse is also the most expedient measurand for controlling the
intensity of our exercise.
®
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Metabolism
Let us take a closer look now at our fuel and the combustion in the muscle cell.
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N.B.: The pulse rates specified in the illustration on the following page (y-axis) are
fictitious values. Your pulse rates are individual and will have to be determined by
means of one of the later specified test methods.
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Oxygen
If you concentrate firstly on the left-hand side of the illustration, you will see two
conditions of metabolism with regard to oxygen:
Aerobic

with oxygen, i.e. the latent vitality results with an adequate supply of
oxygen in the working musculature

Anaerobic

without (sufficient) oxygen, i.e. with increasing performance, the working
musculature does not absorb sufficient molecular oxygen any more

In the aerobic condition, the required energy is produced in a burning process. At the
same time and dependent of the load, fatty acids and/or carbohydrates (sugar) are
burned to water and carbon dioxide with the aid of oxygen (i.e. comparable once more
with the internal combustion engine, petrol and oxygen). As ”waste products” of the
burning process, there are small quantities of lactic acid/lactate (similar to the pollutants
by a petrol engine) which can be degraded by the body without any difficulty in the
aerobic condition
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The greater the momentary produced performance, the higher the consumption of ”fuel” –
and thus here of oxygen.
The human being can now increase his speed until the oxygen-absorption capacity of
the musculature is exhausted (= anaerobic threshold).
Nevertheless, he can increase his performance even further, and switch over to a second
metabolic system, similar to the ignition of a turbocharger. At the same time, further energy
is generated with the help of a system, which is not based on the economic combustion
principle. This additional energy can be made available with the anaerobic (without
oxygen) metabolism. The sugar providing the energy is no longer burned (like the
automobile engine) but fermented (like sour fruit juice) and a great deal of lactic acid
(lactate) is produced so that it cannot be degraded any more. However, with a continuous
high-performance at this level, the metabolism will break down under this ”overacidification”.
Do you remember the example shown in the previous chapter (the typical start to
jogging)? Already at first corner of the street, the fitness volunteer makes use of his
anaerobic metabolism. Everything goes O.K for a few minutes, until the body throttles
itself – our novice runner has the feeling that he is not getting enough air and must
therefore run slower. Although he has hardly recovered from this minor crisis, he begins
to accelerate again. Once more, he is served by the anaerobic metabolism for a few
minutes, until the capacity of this system is exhausted. Depending on the extent to which
he can endure this discomfort (and this is very marked with some people), it usually lasts
between about 1 up to 10 minutes, After this, a changeover to the aerobic system is
required again.
This back and forth above and below the anaerobic threshold is very typical training of
a person who is slightly to severely overweight.
After a short break, he/she has the feeling ”it’s OK again”, and the speed is increased
once more, only to find shortly after: that ”its just impossible”. Such a changeable
load is certainly not the best way to create a healthy training incentive – let alone
the burning of body fat.
But the difference between aerobic and anaerobic metabolism is not so relevant for the
subject of ”burning fat”. For many years, fitness magazines only communicated the
difference aerobic/anaerobic until many people actually believed that ”aerobic = good =
surplus of oxygen = burning of fat. It is far from it and absolutely incorrect.

Energy
When you look at the right-hand column at the top of the illustration, you will see the
two conditions of metabolism with respect to the utilized ”fuel”: ”Carbohydrate and fat
metabolism”.
The second, very important subdivision that we have to make, therefore concerns the
question of energy generation, i.e. what serves as the energy source? The two most
important sources of energy in our body are precisely these carbohydrates and the
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fats. However, it is not a matter of what we have just eaten, but the manner in which
these sources of energy are stored (depot fat and glycogen).
As in the case of the ”anaerobic threshold” by the supply of oxygen, there is also a
threshold/limit by the energy supply, at which the body ”switches over” primarily from
the burning of fat to mainly the burning of carbohydrates. We call this limit, the ”Fat
Threshold”. Below it, we use primarily fat and, above it, mainly carbohydrates for the
generation of energy. The fat threshold is of great importance for the FM-Training
and more much important than the anaerobic threshold. As far as the pulse is
concerned, the fat threshold is also very much lower than the anaerobic threshold.
The two systems, oxygen and energy, operate in parallel and – from the physiological
standpoint – it results in three metabolic conditions with which we can ”exercise”
ourselves:
• a low level (FM-range) in which the depot fats are burned with sufficient oxygen in
the musculature
• a medium level (Intensity range), in which the carbohydrates are burned primarily
with sufficient oxygen, and
• high level (Peak range), in which the carbohydrates are fermented under a deficit of
oxygen.

The Fat Mobilization (FM-range)
The ”low range” of our metabolic model; we call the exercise in this pulse rate zone
”Fat Mobilization” or ”FM-Training”.
As can be seen in the ”Metabolism” illustration, the body functions with a sufficient
supply of oxygen in the musculature (aerobic) and utilizes fat primarily as a source of
energy.
Yes, in this pulse rate zone and with a uniform endurance load, the depot fat is
burned to such an extent that you can really notice the change after a few weeks’
exercise coupled with corresponding nutrition measures (see Chapter ”Nutrition”). The
exercise below the fat threshold, however, first becomes real Fat-Metabolism
Training once it is made over a corresponding length of time and on an empty
stomach (concrete instructions for this are given in the Chapter ”Exercise”).
Apart from the burning of fat, exercise in the Fat-Mobilization range has also other
positive effects:
Cardiovascular System
Your cardiovascular system is also trained and prepared the most effectively for future
loads of physical stress. They would not allow patients, who have suffered a heart
infarct, to undergo rehabilitation training in this range otherwise.
Stress and Burnout
As result of regular training and with the same stress, your body releases less stress
hormones. The effect of the subsequent chain reaction is less. Do you remember?
Exactly, two birds with one stone. But this effect only begins after a few months.
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Immune System
If the stress reactions of your body are less, your defensive powers will be maintained
or even strengthened. In addition to your improved resistance to infection by causative
agents (common cold, influenza, pneumonia), your defence against endogenous,
cytomorphosis, which results permanently, will be more effective.

The intensity range
The ”medium” range of our metabolic model, We also call it the ”Well-feeling Range”
Although the oxygen supply is still sufficient, the body now uses the carbohydrates
primarily as a source of energy. Nevertheless, some fat is burned, but the quantity is
so small that you would never notice anything on your figure. The majority of all the
”Weight-reducing and Figure-minded ” sportsmen and sportswomen, as well as the socalled novice runners, who train without any specified pulse rate, are found in the
intensity range. At the same time, most forms of sport take place in this range (see
pulse curve of tennis player).
We also speak of the ”well-feeling speed” by the middle of the intensity range,
because it can bring you to this pulse rate without any great effort on the part of
the cardiovascular system. You do not have any feeling of being overloaded in this
range, either.
Unfortunately, however, no or hardly any fat is burned, as is the case in the FMrange.
The cardiovascular and immunological systems are already subject to stress and
psychic fatigue is experienced quite often. Naturally, they accomplish a physical
compensation for most of the psychic workday excitements, but this has nothing to do
with burning fat.

The peak range
The ”top range” of our metabolic model. In our highest performance range, we ferment
the carbohydrates and run up a debt in oxygen. We can stand this for a few seconds
to a couple of minutes. A 100-m sprint is made exclusively in the peak range. Training
above the anaerobic threshold is absolutely necessary for an athletic sprinter.
Exercise training in this range is not expedient for persons that are either overweight
or untrained and, under certain circumstances, can even be detrimental to health. And
what is for us most important: there is no sign of fat combustion whatsoever.
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FM-Pulse, walking a tightrope?
One thing is certain: If we have to exercise, then in the FM-range. But this is not so
easy as it sounds, because fat is only burned in the narrow bandwidth of the FMpulse. If we are only slightly faster underway, which is possible for every one of us
without any great effort, we find ourselves in the medium or even in the ”upper” speed
range and so we do not attain our goal, namely to burn fat. Below the FM-pulse rate,
the exercise is still too little to attain an effect.
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From the complete bandwidth of pulse range (pulse at rest to maximum pulse), we
therefore only achieve a really big fat-burning effect in a comparatively small range.
An example of this: My pulse rate at rest is about 55 beats a minute, my maximum
pulse rate is about 180. Consequently, my total bandwidth is 125 beats. According to
the medical tests, my pulse rate for the burning of fat is 105 to 125, and thus just 16%
of the complete bandwidth. Outside of this narrow range, I only achieve a fraction of
the effect. In other words: the important thing is the correct pulse for you, personally.
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Rule of the Thumb & Co.
How high is your FM-pulse rate? This is certainly the fundamental question for our
subject ”Burn Fat”. You will have certainly heard about the rule of the thumb or seen
tables that contain pulse values according to age.
I should like to show you an example of how absurd they are. The data shown in the
following table are for the 13 persons that absolved a maximum pulse-test, the
calculations are compared with one of the most common rules of the thumb ”220
minus years of age = maximum heart frequency”.
Nam
e
BÜPA
DHJE
ISRA
JUMI
LUSI
DELA
OBRE
SCPA
STJA
STJA
TADO
ZENI
ZIPI

Age
27
25
24
25
24
24
24
24
24
26
24
27
27

Max. HF acc. to
formula
193
195
196
195
196
196
196
196
196
194
196
193
193

Max. HF
effective
206
193
194
188
200
187
186
196
206
194
211
217
203

Differenc
e
13
-2
-2
-7
4
-9
-10
0
10
0
15
24
10

Source: LMT, Polar Switzerland: Daniel Zwyssig
The theoretical maximum heart frequency only conformed exactly by 2 (15%) of the
13 persons. By 5 (38%) persons, the deviation was less than 10 beats. With 6
participants (46%), the deviation was 10 beats or more. The largest deviation was 24
beats.

Rule of the thumb formulae and tables are unsuitable for effective burning of fat,
because they only present an arithmetical average. As the example shows, the
individual deviations are considerable in some cases.
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Why is that so?
A look in the mirror is enough to tell you quite clearly that every person is an individual
and you are no exception, either.
Consequently, the following applies:
Heart is not just heart and a cardiovascular system is not just a cardiovascular
system.
Admittedly, we all have a nose, two eyes, a mouth etc., but there is not one person
that looks like another in a million. And when motion is added as well (e.g. the face
with mimic), we can even differentiate between identical twins immediately. This fact
applies not only to our appearance, but also to the cells in the interior of our bodies.
We all have a heart, lungs with blood vessels etc. but, as far as these organs are
concerned, every person is a unique specimen. At the latest, when we observe this
system in action, it becomes quite clear how great the differences are here.
In other words, you have your cardiovascular system, other people have a different
cardiocirculatory behaviour.
An effective and time-sparing fat-burning program has to respect this
individuality of every single person. A further problem of rule of the thumb formulae
and all-in rules is that they do not account for changes in the state of fitness. In
particular, a person who is overweight or untrained, for example, experiences major
changes in the complete metabolism in the first 5 to 12 months, and so the pulse
values can change enormously, too.
Time and time again, lifestyle magazines and self-elected fitness gurus implement rule
of the thumb formulae for the burning of fat, for example:
• Maximum pulse rate = 220 minus years of age…
We have already proven that this is absolutely incorrect
• General training pulse rate is 140…
This recommendation is wide of the mark, just like the exercise campaign of the
sixties ”Trimming 130”
• Run in the oxygen surplus range (aerobic condition) with lactate value 4 (lactate =
lactic acid)
As you already know, aerobic is only half the truth, because the medium, intensity
range is certainly aerobic, but unfortunately hardly any fat is burned. And a lactate
value of 4 (mmol/l) is not an optimum fat-burning range either,
• One should still be able to converse…
It is particularly this well-feeling speed that is very deceiving and tempts us to train in
the medium-pulse range, i.e. where carbohydrates are burned primarily
A word about this from Dieter Lagerstrom, a sports physician and scientist:
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The old training rule that pulse rate = 180 minus years of age is absurd and not
applicable in most cases, and would be like saying only shoe sizes 45 are sold in a
department store.
And a specialist of the University of Zurich:
A test should be made to determine the heart frequency. This is the only way to
establish the optimum range exactly. Nutritional values, which include the age and
maximum heart frequency, are unreliable.
With more and more complicated formulae (”in” is at present: Pulse at rest + (220age-pulse at rest) x 0.7, an effort is made to bypass an individual analysis. The sad
thing about the whole story: Misled through such lump-sum recommendations and
rule of the thumb formulae, a good two thirds of the persons do not reach their goals.
But this will not happen to you, because the ”burn FAT don’t burnout® program”
includes the determination of your individual pulse values.
Your personal fat-mobilization pulse
In the same way as we determined your FM-Pulse by means of a suitable test, we
discuss the subject in the chapter ”Exercise”, but beforehand we shall do something
quite important: Determine your fat-burning goal!

Fat-burning facts:
• Depot fat can be burned with exercise.
• The intensity for an optimum burning of fat is very individual and determined
by means of a test. This is the only way for you to be sure that fat will be really
burned.
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Your Goal
Killer reasons
Before we find a motivating goal for you, let us consider the reasons why it cannot
function.
”I don’t have any time for exercise or training”. You are sadly mistaken if you think
you have to toil for hours on end to reduce fat successfully. With the ”burn FAT don’t
burnout® program”, you have probably the most time-saving package of measures at
your disposal. With skilled use of the physiological bases, it will be possible for you to
burn a great deal of fat with only a small expenditure of time. Don’t be misled, three or
four hours are sufficient for you to achieve a positive effect already after just a few
weeks.
”I am much too untrained, after a few minutes exercise I am completely
exhausted.” This is quite normal, none of us came into this world with condition and
endurance. Sportsmen have to train for this as well and you can do the same. The
control of your pulse in the manner described in the chapter ”Exercise” is extremely
important, and especially at the beginning. You will be amazed how little a good and
efficient FM-Training actually exerts you.
”I am too plump and fat for exercise”. And that is why we commence with slow
exercises. After all, it is an undisputed fact that a long-term, stable and healthy
reduction of weight can only be realized with moderate exercise. A few words on this
subject from the sports physician:
”Slowly, long and regularly – do something, but always have the impression that you
have done too little.”

”I am too old” – People don’t become old, because they live a certain number of
years, but because they give up their ideals. This is the opinion of modern philosophy
in this matter. From the purely medical standpoint, there is no reason why you should
not exercise yourself regularly also at an advanced age. In view of the progressive
ageing process and the accompanying retardation of the metabolism, the presented
method of exercise is absolutely recommendable in the last third of life.

”I have problems with my locomotion (knee, feet, hips etc.)” – This is also quite
normal, for more than 60% of the population suffers from a false or defective position
and other orthopedic problems. There is hardly any stress or strain with the light and
uniform FM-Training propagated by us.
The human body is obviously a creation, which suffers rather more from ”Immobility
Damage” than through overstrain due to too much exercise.
In any case, our way of life – at least in the so-called ”First World” – has led to the
circumstance that many more people suffer from the consequences of ”immobility
damage” than those who burn up as a result of hyperactivity. Overweight can be
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brought into play as a reliable mass for the score in the ”match” between ”Caloric
Intake” and ”Physical Exercise”. Lend the loser of this match, namely yourself, a
helping hand by means of the ”burn FAT don’t burnout®-program”.
The locomotion system plagued by backache will be grateful to you: Knee and hips
will not show their displeasure at every flight of stairs anymore. At the same time, the
relationship Fat/Musculature will displace itself in favour of the musculature. Your
locomotion system will have increasingly more active transport substance at its
disposal, and even less ballast to carry around. Apart from the change in the
relationship Fat/Musculature, the rest of the locomotion system with the bones,
tendons, the cartilaginous and supporting tissue will be strengthened and more
efficient.
Should you suffer pain at the beginning, contact a physician who also exercises
regularly and can serve as a model example for you. Whoever it may be, he/she will
understand you and can really help if you tell him or her your plan.
”The burn FAT don’t burnout®-program” may be attractive and good, but I shall
never manage it”. But you cannot know this before you have given it a trial. We set the
limits in the head and, in numerous cases, the possibilities for changes are much larger
than we have presumed.

Killer Module
We call it the ”Killer Module” in our brains: It always becomes active whenever we
have a good idea or want to fulfil a dream that is hidden deeply away in our innermost
emotions. You will have certainly experienced a brain wave on one occasion at least,
had a wonderful feeling for millions of seconds, which disappeared again shortly after,
because all the possible ”ifs and buts” made themselves present in your brain.
®
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I can’t do that
It’s much too difficult
Haven’t got time for that
It will only give problems
I shall never manage it
I’m frightened of changes
etc.
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The Killer Module
The Killer Module is very creative and has only one task: To stop you doing
something. It occupies you so long with the risks, with the pros and cons and also with
the negative experiences that you have already encountered, until you bury the idea
in your head. Since we are unconscious of these events or processes and they take
place in milliseconds, we only have one minute chance to influence them. This is why
your personal and obligating objective is especially so important here.

Winner Module
Our thoughts of today are our deeds of tomorrow. If we cannot disconnect the killer
module and don’t want to go through life with a negative pole, then the only possibility
open to us is to think consciously of as many positive ideas as possible – in the hope
that a few of them will find their way to our subconscious mind. To ensure that I am
not misunderstood: It is not a question of an artificially calculated optimism according
to the motto ”it will be alright”, but a matter of opening up our world of ideas for
possibilities, because possible is usually more, than we would ever dare to dream.
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I can
I’ll try
I’ll find time for it
There are always obstacles
I’ll manage it
I’m looking forward to changes
etc.

Your Winner Module

Be prepared for your possible success and don’t bury your chances immediately in
your head.
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At this point, I should like to present a few examples of former sufferers to you who
have succeeded.
Jörg Maubach, Graphic Artist, formerly 102 kg
I should like to thank you for the good tips you gave me to reduce my weight by
means of your ”burn Fat-training”.
Following my ”tennis arm” (I don’t play tennis at all), which I contracted for various
reasons (work on the computer, excessively hard rowing-ergometer training) last
year, I had to discontinue my training. As a result of this, I put on more and more
weight and so I decided to purchase a cycle-home trainer, and now train –with due
consideration of the FM-pulse rates – as often as possible in the morning as soon as
I get up.
The success came slowly, but constantly. In the meantime, I have already lost
between 8 and 10 kg (male, height 193 cm, formerly: 102.5 kg, now 93-94 kg,
depending on the daily form), without having to reduce my dietary to any drastic
extent.
However, I also try not to eat a ”big” meal after 6 p.m. anymore, in order to prolong
the ”period of fasting” a little.
A good thing, but basically – apart from getting use to training in the morning (cycling is
boring, but the time passes very quickly when you watch Breakfast Television thereby)
and the minor restrictions with regard to eating – do not call for any sacrifices.
Furthermore, the advantage of early morning training is that one has a much better daily
condition and circulatory stability. In short, my grateful thanks for the tips. I shall be
pleased to pass the name of your program on to anyone who says to me ”Wow you
have lost some weigh, haven’t you?”.

THUN AG - a company with a slender management now
With the program ”THUNfit”, the executive management launched a mid-term package
of measures, to actively foster the health of its co-workers:
Since they were fully conscious of the exemplary role that the management had to play,
it was the female and male members of the top-management that attended the first
course ”burn FAT don’t burnout®” in May 1999. The participants completed a SMART
test and defined their personal health objective.
An own training program was then elaborated under our guidance. The moment of truth
came 5 months later in October. The same values were levied in a follow-up seminar, to
establish whether there were any real improvements in the fitness of the participants.
The results speak for themselves. For example, the management crew –as a whole –
had reduced its portion of body fat on average by 4.1%. The 8 participants had
dispensed with 22 kg fat. This was the result of goal-oriented fat-metabolism training,
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which was only possible because the individual stress values were determined by
means of a test and then controlled during training with a heart rate monitor.
The personnel of the second management level of Thun AG attended their health
course shortly after. The complete workforce were to follow. In the meantime a project
manager fulfilled a education as ”burn FAT trainer” so that he can run the internal health
curses on the spot and as required.

Toni Ruf, Management Consultant, 43 years of age
th

”My way to an ideal weight – since the 30 year of my life, the family and profession
have become the central purpose of my life. Parallel to this, sporting activities and
physical fitness have become increasingly unimportant for me. When I continued my
professional carrier as a management consultant, coach and trainer on a selfemployed basis in 1997, I committed myself even more intensively to my job and thus
all the less for my health.
During a team-promoting discipline with customers in November 1997, I suffered a
crushed rib. The pain induced me to define my position. In doing so, I came to the
conclusion that my health was my greatest professional risk.
My wife realized my momentary reasoning immediately and registered us both for the
seminar ”Career Factor Fitness” by Dr. Hansruedi Egger and Ole Petersen. We
attended the seminar in May 1998 and I received a report on the factual state of my
physical condition:
”90 kilograms, a body-fat portion of 26% and high blood pressure”
st

With the objective ”On 31 December 1998, I shall weigh less than 84 kilograms”, and
a new heart rate monitor, a training plan and many new ideas and impulses, we left
the seminar with mixed feelings. I could not imagine that I would really lose weight with
2 to 3 walking sessions (in the FM-pulse range) of 60-90 minutes’ duration each per
week. Nevertheless, I tried it according to the motto ”Even if doesn’t do any good, it
won’t do me any harm”. At the beginning, there was no effect with regard to the loss of
weight, but I was totally enthralled with the experiences during my walking tours. The
fresh air in the morning, beginning the day with Mother Nature, without stress or
hectic, it all had a totally relaxing effect on me and I felt fantastic after every training
session. The first feelings of success occurred after 1 or 2 months. Two to 3 kilograms
less weight, my girth reduced by about 8 cm. Inspired by these feelings of success, I
began to eat more consciously and reached my goal only 4 months later, in
September 1998. I had lost more than 6 kilograms, my portion of body fat had
decreased to less than 20% and my blood pressure was completely normal again.
But then something else happened – I found pleasure in running. The new goal was ”I
th
will finish the Lausanner Marathon successfully on 24 October 1999, without my wife
and job suffering from it in any way”.
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With 70% endurance training in the FM-range, a time requirement of about 4 to 5 hours a
week and self-conscious nutrition, I reached my goal in Lausanne with a time of 3 hours
th
and 52 seconds on 24 October 1999.
In addition to this impressive experience and the great satisfaction, I now enjoy a newly
acquired quality of life. I am 12 kilograms lighter than I was two years ago, much more
mobile, resilient and balanced.
I feel fit and healthy now, have attained my desired weight and can experience many
wonderful, restful hours in the open countryside. One thing is certain,
Fat-Metabolism training sessions are noted firmly in my diary – for the benefit of my
health.
Your goal?
Now it’s your turn – we want to organize your success now and, as a first step for this,
define your absolute personal goal.

Definition of Goal
According to a basic principle in management, ”A good goal must be measurable” it is
really easy to define measurable goals for the figure. The weight is the best known and
most commonly employed parameter. Consequently one goal could read:
”I should like to lose 6 kilograms”
In the past, I also stood on the scales every day hoping for a wonder. But the weight of
the body is only an expression with what force it is pressed gravitationally to the earth.
If we bore a little further, it is not the actual reading on the scales that disturbs us, but
the dimensions, shape and girth of our body.
The daily fluctuations in our weight are causes by the water balance of our body. This
can be followed very well in the sauna where one after 2 or 3 sessions is usually 1 to 2
kg lighter than before. Some people, however, also believe quite wrongly that it is due to
a loss of fat.
People with the same height and weight can have differently shaped bodies. To a major
degree, this is dependent on the body fat portion of our body. The more fat that collects
under the skin in the connective tissue, the softer, more voluminous and ”plumper” the
body is and looks. And so it is possible that we maintain a stable weight over the years,
but then – quite gradually and almost unnoticed – we start to add several centimetres on
the known problem positions. A participant at one of our seminars expressed it as
follows:
”I have had the same weight for 15 years, but my legs and arms have become
increasingly thinner and my stomach always fatter. Today I am like a balloon on thin
sticks”
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An internal redistribution takes place, primarily as a result of physical inactivity, but also
due to the retardation of our metabolic system in later life.
”With increasing age, the composition of the body does change and in such a way
that the fat-free mass decreases, whereas the fat mass increases.
This trend can be counteracted through increased physical activity together with a fatreducing diet that meets the respective requirements”.
Source: Fat distribution in a Swiss population, the AIR94-Study.
We lose muscle mass, because we do not need it so much and put on more fat,
even though our weight doesn’t change. When a person realizes these symptoms
for the first time, it induces not only frustration but also the most frequent reaction
– the beginning of a diet. But unfortunately, this only realizes the opposite.
It is therefore obvious that we shall have to find another measurement parameter
for your goal. The solution is easy:
We measure that what really disturbs us –the problem zones, the tyre, the paunch,
the girth of the body.

Chest
exhaled

Stomach,
relaxed,
height of
navell

Biceps,
relaxed

Thigh,
Middle

Buttocks,
on largest
circumerence

Calf,
middle

Your measuring point
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The “Personal Figure Control” table will help you to define your goal and perform
your own controls.
Figure Control
Date
Biceps (relaxed) in cm

Target values

Circumference of chest
(exhaled)
Stomach (relaxed)
Buttocks (largest
circumference)
Thighs
(middle)
Calf (middle)

Fat portion and weight control
Date
Fat portion in %
Weight in kg

Target values

Performance
Date
Distance after walking
for by 15 min. with
upper FM-pulse

Target values

To begin with, we do not need any fat scales or fat analyzer as a measurement
instruments, but just a simple tape measure, like you find in practically every
home. For a start, measure your momentary state straight away.
To check your progress, measure the above positions of your body once a month
and enter the results in the table.

Digression indices
So-called indices such as the following are mentioned very often in the discussion and
treatment of overweight:
The Ideal weight
The ideal weight (= height-100-10%) was considered the mass of all things for over
thirty years. However, the specified ideal weights tended to be too low and subject
to statistical errors. The ideal weight is hardly used nowadays. Our opinion: Not
usefull.
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The Body Mass Index
Everybody is talking about the about the Body Mass Index, also known as BMI =
weight divided by height in metres2) at the moment.
A person with a BMI of over 25 is considered to be slightly and over 30 markedly
overweight. But this value is also only based on the parameters “Height and
Weight”, here a body builder with just a small portion of fat is quickly considered to
be overweight, whereas a model with a high, health endangering, portion of fat is
said to have an ideal weight. Our opinion: Impracticable, the composition of the
body is the decisive factor.

The Waist-Hip Ratio
The standard, upper values for the waist-hip ratio (waistline:hip measurement) are
specified as “0.95” for men and “0.8” for women. Our opinion: only reasonably
suitable, because there are also other problem zones.

In our opinion, there is just one question with all the standard values, ideal weights
and normal conditions, namely “ What do I gain as an individual if I compare myself
with the average of a more or probably less healthy population?
Our reply is “Very little”. For us, the personal feelings are alone decisive. If a
person is looked upon as being “slender” by the majority of his/her fellow human
beings, and wishes to reduce weight in a particular problem zone, it is his/her
business. And reversibly, if a person is regarded as “fat”, and feels happy and
content, why should he/she lose weight?
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The Body Fat – an important parameter
Periodic measurements of the fat portion and the girth offer the necessary
objectivity for figurative goals. You can also enter your portion of body fat in the
“Personal Figure Control” table.
The composition of the body provides information about the ratio of the inactive
(fat) to the active (muscle) mass. The fat mass that we have on our bodies is
readily apparent and also has a negative effect on our performance, because it is
an inactive mass and has to be virtually carried around. A large fat mass is
regarded as extreme overweight and, by a progressive clinical picture, referred to
as adiposity (obesity).
The consequences of this are increased loading of the spine, intervertebral disks
and the complete articular and ligamentous apparatus. An increased portion of fat
leads to deposits in the blood vessels with the risk of higher blood pressure and
arteriosclerosis, from which, in turn, cardiac and/or cerebral infarction can develop.
The presumption that there is an association between blood fat (cholesterol) and a
high portion of body fat (obesity) is only relatively correct. It is perfectly possible for
an obese person to have normal cholesterol values and, reversibly, a slender
person can also have very high cholesterol values.
Moreover, it is also not absolutely implicit that only corpulent persons suffer from
a high portion of fat, for we also find high values by extremely slender persons (in
particular, women). We describe this phenomenon with the term “Model Effect”,
which shows quite clearly that our body only gives up the collected fat mass
unwillingly and at the last resort. By top models in the world of fashion, we have
measured body fat values of up to 30% (!).
At the same age, women have a comparatively higher fat portion than men,
because Mother Nature assumes that a woman can and shall bring a child to the
world even if there is no more food available.

The following table contains reference values for the portion of body fat:
Women
Age
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
54-

in %
Excellen
t
18.8
18.8
19.5
21.1
22.5
24.1
26.5
27.3

Good

Fair

Poor

22.0
22.0
22.6
23.8
25.5
27.2
29.5
30.9

24.8
25.4
26.3
27.7
29.2
30.8
33.0
34.2

29.6
29.8
30.5
31.5
32.7
34.1
36.2
38.0
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Men
Age
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
54-

in %
Excellen
t
10.8
12.8
14.5
16.1
17.5
18,6
19.8
20.3

Good

Fair

Poor

14.9
16.5
18.0
19.3
20.5
21.5
22.7
23.5

19.0
20.3
21.5
22.6
23.6
24.5
25.8
26.7

23.0
24.3
25.2
26.1
26.9
27.6
28.7
29.8

Table for Body Fat Portion

But once again here: If you only compare yourself with the population average, it
must not be necessarily relevant for your own feelings. What is more important:
We need your individual, momentary actual values (circumferences in cm and fat
portion in %) for a measurable goal.
Two methods are worth mentioning for the determination of the body fat.

Bioimpedence method
A conclusion is drawn to the composition of the body by way of its electrical
conductivity. For this, simple and favourably priced devices have been introduced to
the “domestic market” over the last three years. These devices, called fat scales or
fat monitors, are still sold at a reasonable price (between 100.- and 200.- Euro),
but they are very inaccurate in some cases. The manufacturers themselves are very
inconsistent with regard to the accuracy of their devices; for instance, a tolerance of
±1% is specified on the one side and, on the other, it is emphasized that the
devices are not suitable for medical purposes.

Fat scale
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And even if the absolute values only correspond partly to the real fat content, one
can establish whether the body fat portion changes at least at home. However, it is
absolutely necessary that you “standardize” your measurements for this, i.e. on the
same weekday, at the same time and under the same conditions, e.g. Sunday
morning after you get up, with an empty stomach and without any ingestion of
water.
Small, handy-size pocket monitors have been developed to replace the fat scales,
and are now being offered on the European market (see also the illustration on the
following page). Our opinion: A good idea, because it is a pocket-size device with
which one can make measurements anywhere, at any time. However, these pocket
monitors are not suitable for medical purposes because of their high measurement
tolerances but, alone from their high entertainment value, they lead to discussions
and are sensitized for a purposeful measurement-parameter.

Fat monitor

Photo-optic Method (Infrared method)
An infrared sensor is held on the body. The quantity and size of the fat cells are
determined by the reflection of the transmitted IR-ray. These devices are expensive
to buy (between 3000.- and 4000.- Euro) and usually employed by clinics and
preventive-oriented fitness centres. They offer a good middle way between
expenditure and measurement accuracy. If you get a chance to have your
measurement made with such a device in your near vicinity, you should do this
about twice a year. A measurement costs between about 10.- and 20.- Euro.
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Infrared Fat monitor

Irrespective, which method is available to you, it is important that the measurements
made for the purpose of comparison are always carried out with the same method
and, if possible, with the same device. Different measurement methods are not
comparable with each other.

Definition of goal, the second
Since we have now defined and determined the correct parameters for the burning
of fat, we can finalize your goal.
Let us assume that you want to reduce the girth of your stomach (at present 108
cm), and it is your wish to tighten your belt by three holes (approximately 9 cm).
Your goal is no longer like the one above “I should like to reduce my weight by 6
kg, but obviously
“I want to have a stomach with a girth of 99 cm”.
Another possibility is to select the body fat portion as the defined goal
“I want to reduce my portion of fat by as much as 4% to 22%.

Time components
Your goal is now clear-cut and measurable. Since you wish to attain your goal as
quickly as possible, it is also expedient for you to specify the date. Or as they say
so appropriately:
“A goal is a dream with a deadline.”
That’s why the date is also part and parcel of your figurative objective, e.g.
“I should like to have a body fat portion of 22% in August 2002.”
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“I would be pleased to have a stomach with a girth of 99 cm in March
2003.”
If you want a realistic estimate of the period of time that you need to reach your
goal, you can also obtain advice from the companies that offer to make the
measurements and perform the tests. The amount of training that you need to
burn 1 kg depot fat is also dependent on your present ability to mobilize fat.
Theoretically, It is possible to set up some arithmetical examples, but as we
explained earlier this will vary enormous.
This theoretical calculation is based on the assumption that the person with his/her
FM-pulse applies a power of 100 Watt to the pedals. According to the following
arithmetical example, with two FM-training sessions a week it would take 20 weeks
to dispense with 1 kg body fat. But in reality it is not the amount of fat which is
burned during your exercise, the success will be to raise the amount of fatburning
enzymes and hormons in your body and due to this you’ll be able to extract a
higher percentage of energy out of your depot fat for your daily energy
consumption.

Calculation of the fat quantity by 1 hour relaxed cycling
100 Watt x 3600 sec. = 360 000 Joule = 360 kJ work/hour
Efficiency of the body is about 25%
(75% is heat, internal friction etc.) i.e.
360 kJ externally performed work corresponds to 1440 kJ work
produced internally, 1440 kJ b 360 kcal.
The body generates the energy in the GA range (after about 20 min.)
to
12% from protein = 43 kcal (4.1kcalk = 1 g protein)
⇒
10 g
18% from carbohydrates = 65 kcal (4.1 kcal = 1 g CH)
⇒ 16 g
70% from fat = 252 kcal (9.3 kcal = 1 g fat)
⇒ 27 g

If the person applied 200 Watt power to the pedals with his/her FM-, with greater
performance of your metabolism, more fat can be burned over the same period of
time. This also explains why it is incomparably more difficult for untrained persons to
dispense with visible fat to begin with.
But whatever the case may be, one thing is certain – regularity leads to
success. Permanent successes begin already with two to three goal-oriented
training sessions per week.
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Definition of goal, the third
Motivation
Formulations, such as “I should like…” or “I would be pleased…” and I want to…”
will not further your motivation. Why? Because such a selection of words does not
bind you to a course of action, they allow you to evade the issue or not to do it.
Example:
“I should like to very much… but I haven’t the time.”
In addition, the above mentioned formulation also conceals the possibility of the
breakdown, the failure.
Example:
“I should like to very much…, but its no good at the moment
A motivating formulation must describe the declared state, i.e. that it will be, as you
wished it would be today:
“I will have a stomach with a girth of 99 cm in March 2002.”
“I will have a body fat portion of 22% in August 2001.”
You will certainly notice the difference. In this way, your goal will acquire the
necessary seriousness and you will be reminded of your obligation.
“I will…. it’s the only way, come what may.”

Your goal
Will you please formulate your goal now in writing. The formulation of your goal is
one of the most important steps, so please take your time and do it in a relaxed
and agreeable atmosphere.
Give it some thought, for the goal should come really from the heart and not just
another try – this time it will be a success.
Your goal will also help you to concentrate on the essentials and to differentiate
between what is important and unimportant. Observe the three elements thereby for
the concretization:
• Motivation
• Precision
• Time
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I will ______________________________
_________________________________

Fat-burning facts:
• Open your possibilities intellectually.
• The correct parameters for your goal are body mass and body fat portion.
• Your goal will be concretized by the elements - precision, time and
motivation.
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Think yourself slender
Visualization
The goal is set and you can start to work with it. But before you set up your program
of measures, you should anchor your health goal in your subconscious. We have
already discussed the clearly defined objective and how important your pictorial
imagination is for this.
You have “your” picture, your dream of the condition that you want – sorry – will
attain. For example, the picture
• How you can tighten your belt
• How you can have a slender waist line
• How you can stand and admire your dream figure in the mirror

Realization of the visualization
Utilize your ability to “day dream” systematically to mobilize your subconscious –
for this is the way to develop the major part of your energy, For example, your
subsconscious drives your car for you, because you don’t ponder very long any
more over the gear that you have to engage, or when you have to let the clutch
out – it drives quite simply. Your subconscious performs thousands of tasks for
you every day, why shouldn’t it support you then on the way to your dream figure,
too?
You need:
• 20 minutes’ time
• a CD with relaxation music or the CD “Think Yourself Slender”
for the “burn FAT don’t burnout® program”
• a comfortable arm-chair or a couch
• a quiet, disturbance-free, possibly darkened room
Procedure
Set yourself in the armchair. Read your health goal twice aloud and clearly, in
order to freshen up your program. “I will…”. Now start the music or Exercise 2
of the audio-CD.
Close your eyes, inhale and exhale deeply a few times and attune yourself
intellectually to your goal. As soon as you have attuned yourself sufficiently,
visualize the picture of your goal. It doesn’t have to be a real picture, a fantasy
picture will do. The important thing is that it symbolizes the picture for you.
• See what your new figure looks like.
• Sense how your body feels.
• Enjoy this condition. Sense the feeling of inner satisfaction that is setting in.
• Imagine a few steps on the way to your goal.
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There’s no hurry, it should last 12 to 20 minutes. After this, relax a few more
minutes and stretch your now relaxed body. And then open your eyes.

“Think yourself slender” – only hocus-pocus?
We are familiar with statements such as:
“It must be right in the head”
“Nothing is impossible if the will is there”
“If you can dream it, you can do it”

The handling of mental and emotional energy has also occupied our western,
especially rationally marked, world for a longer time. The entire energy at our
disposal divides itself into conscious (about 10%), respectively rational and
subconscious (about 90%), also emotional capacity.
Consciousness and subconsciousness are naturally closely related. For example,
the consciousness is activated immediately if a “non-standardized” situation
(obstacle, danger etc.) occurs when you are driving car. Since our subconscious
can only differentiate between reality and fantasy to a limited extent, we have the
possibility with the visualization exercise (mental picture) to “program” our
subconscious. In this way, you enable a large part of the your energy to cooperate in the successful realization of your goal.
®
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E.Q.= emotional intelligence
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Your success for the dream figure is not only influenced by knowledge,
willpower and experience, but it is especially the factors in your subconscious
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that tip the scales. These factors, however, are not considered either by diets
or the majority of the other programs for the reduction of weight. At the same
time, it doesn’t need any witchcraft to activate your subconscious.

Frequency
We would advise you to perform the exercise at least once or twice every week. If
you have never trained in this manner before, it will be somewhat unusual to begin
with. The method is a simple form of mental training, but it is, nevertheless, very
effective when it is performed regularly. Don’t forget: “Constant dropping wears
away the stone”.

Side effect - Relaxation
Introductory relaxation exercises for the visualization as well as the exercises
themselves also help you to reduce a part of your everyday stress and to
counteract the dreaded Burnout Syndrome. And you kill two birds with one
stone. As an example, the pulse curve shown below was recorded and plotted for
a person during a relaxation exercise.
®
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~20min. Meditation

The Audio-CD “Think yourself slender” features not only the verbal visualization,
but also a purely relaxation exercise. It takes about 20 minutes and will also help
you to master your everyday stress factors better.
Unfortunately the mental training does not replace the physical exercise, with
which you will burn the body fat in a goal-oriented manner – but more about this in
the next chapter.
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Fat-burning factors
• Create a picture of your goal for yourself
• Visualization activates your subconcious
• The relaxation effect has a supporting effect
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Exercise yourself slender
Your exercise program –
light, effective and time-saving
Our metabolism, for which the exercise program is primarily intended, reacts to a
smooth and persistent load with the greatest adaptation effect. Consequently, it
necessary to keep load constantly within the individual “FM” pulse values that have
been evaluated for you. As we have already explained, game sports are not
considered in any way. For example, the following offers being made by the fitness
industry at present are unsuitable and inefficient for the purpose of burning fat:
• Classical power training on the respective apparatus
• All forms of aerobic, step-aerobic, body- forming
• Spinning etc.
The endurance-oriented forms of exercise, however, are ideal:
• Running, jogging, walking
• Hiking
• Cycling
• Roller skating
• Cross-country skiing
• Swimming (subject to conditions)
• Golf (under certain pre-requisites)
®
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not oil
use a bike,
walk or hike !
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The individual ideal forms of exercise
Running – the favourite
Running or jogging are characterized by their simplicity – we can all participate in
this form of exercise without any extensive training, with little expenditure and,
above all, wherever we wish. It is not only nature that entices us, for the early jog
in the towns and cities also has its attractions. During my professional activity as
an export manager, I got to know many European cities during my “morning jog”
and had sufficient topics to discuss in addition to just business. Since then, my
jogging shoes and heart rate monitor are always in my baggage whenever I am
under way, after all the “running togs” don’t take up much space.

One the most prominent persons of this form of sport in Germany is Joschka
Fischer, the Foreign Minister:
“With a height of 1.81 m, I weighed 112 kg in summer 1996. One year later, I
had reduced my weight again to 75 kg – without any slimming cures, chemical
materials or special diets, without any therapies – and, what is more, without
having to spend much money for it, either.”
Joschka Fischer started to run every day and is now one of the most
prominent marathon runners in Germany. His life story is related in the book
“Mein langer Lauf zu mir selbst”

Strolling, walking or jogging?
In principle, it makes no difference how you attain your FM-pulse in training. For
many beginners and those who take up the sport again, jogging is not possible to
begin with, because the pulse rises quickly to and beyond the FM-range even
with a light “trot”. Consequently, strolling or walking is the most suitable means to
start.
Likewise, an alternation between light jogging and walking is also possible.
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Alternate every two minutes and increase the jogging part up to five minutes.
Quite frequently, it also happens that e the pace lies exactly between walking and
light jogging for a time. By jogging, the pulse is somewhat too high and by
walking a little too low. Choose the gait that you feel suits you the best.
FM-training is also possible on the “Treadmill”, if you can stay long enough on
the apparatus. More about the duration of the exercise shortly.

Hiking – the secret of a healthy and long life
Long hikes, in particular, have an extremely positive effect on the figure and
health, even if the intensity lies at the lower limit of the green pulse range.

Nevertheless, hiking should be made on a regular basis, two long hikes in early
summer are definitely not enough. Here again, control of the pulse is extremely
important, if you want to burn fat. If experienced hikers still have a figure problem,
then the pace is too fast. Regular hiking is the ideal form of exercise to combine
your FM-training with nature and partnership.

Cycling – the joint sparing alternative
It is also beneficial to perform the training with the bicycle, and especially if you
have too many kilograms. Cycling spares the joints; it is possible to endure
longer sessions even at the very beginning. After one to two hours on the
bicycle on flat roads or land, the worse experience you can have is that your
posterior pains a little. But untrained jogging over a period of one to two hours
is not so good either. Combinations of running/bicycle or bicycle/running are
also a possibility. Nevertheless, it doesn’t have to be an absolute racing cycle,
for it makes no difference what kind of bike you use. A city bike, a mountain
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bike, a Dutch bike, whether rusty or new – what is required is two wheels and
two pedals to depress. Your metabolism will not see what you ride through the
landscape, but please don’t forget your helmet.

Home trainers or ergometers are just as suitable, if you can stay on them long
enough. More about the duration of the exercise shortly.
(Foto Ergometer to be added)

Inline skating – the modern alternative
Skating is a good exercise for the whole of the body, but never forget the
following: Skate only with a crash helmet and protection pads, and practise your
braking capabilities beforehand.

Cross-country skiing – for the winter season
Away from the overfilled ski lifts, the regions for winter sports are blessed with a
fairy-tale landscape and extend an open invitation to you for your FM-training.
Classical cross-country skiing is more simple than you think, it doesn’t have to be
the Engadine Ski-Marathon or the Vasa loppet straight away.
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Swimming – only for experienced swimmers
Goal-oriented FM-training can only be accomplished successfully in water with a
perfect technique. This no problem for previous competitive swimmers, but
normal “landlubbers” are troubled to such an extent with the breathing technique
that the desired effects do not materialize.

Swimming, however, is a good exercise for the whole of the body. Preference
should be given to the crawl technique or crawling on the back. But please avoid
the breaststroke, because orthopedically the co-ordinated movements tend to be
unfavourable for both the knee and back.
Golf – without caddy
When you play golf, you can realize FM-training when you walk from hole to hole on
the course. For golfers, this means use a heart rate monitor and control the intensity
in the FM-range.
(Foto Golf to be added)

Your FM-pulse
Whichever of the suitable forms of exercise that you always select, the most
important thing is that you are in the pulse range in which you really burn fat
whenever you are underway. With this in mind, I should like to acquaint you with
some suitable test methods with which you can determine your individual fat
mobilization pulse.
“Smart Test” – the DIY test method
This test method is relatively new (on the market since the beginning of 1998) and
based on the research activities that have been conducted by Polar Elektro OY
(Finland), the leading supplier of heart rate monitors, over many years.
Performance
You do not require any prior knowledge. The procedure is quite simple.
The required heart rate monitor (POLAR M-Series) determines the ideal training
frequencies for your FM-training during five different load stages, each of two
minutes duration. To begin with, you have to enter your personal data (name, sex,
weight and height) in the watch. You select a flat walking/running course and start
the watch.
• The first two minutes, you walk at a slow pace
(low-walking speed)
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• The second two minutes, you walk at a normal pace
(hiking speed)
• The third two minutes, you walk at a brisk pace
(quick-walking speed)
• The fourth two minutes, you jog at a slow pace
• The fifth two minutes, you jog at a normal pace (at a speed that suits you
personally, possibly a little faster).
The respective stage is shown to you on the display screen of the watch. The
transition to the next, more intensive stage follows smoothly and is signalled to you
by mans of a “peep” tone. During the stage, the watch now seeks a specific
reference point, which then serves as your training control. The watch transmits a
signal as soon as it finds the reference point, the test is thus completed. This can
be the case also in the second, third or fourth load stage. Please observe the
following as well:
Watches, type M51/M52, have to be set to ownzone “LOW” for the fat-burning test.
Evaluation
What is now the reference point and what does the watch actually measure? The
measurement parameter, on which this test method is based, is called “Heart
Frequency Variability”. Contrary to the general assumption, our heart does not
beat regularly. But this does not infer any disordered action of the heart, but a
completely normal occurrence. The intervals between the individual beats are
irregular in the rested/relaxed condition, i.e. there is a series of beats that occur
rather shortly after each other, and is followed by a series with somewhat longer
intervals of time between the heart beats.

This game is called “Heart Variability” The more rest you have had, the greater the
play of the heart. Once you start to exert yourself physically, the variability
decreases and the heart beats regularly.
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The Heart Frequency Variability (the play) almost disappears if the load to which a
person is subjected amounts to approximately 65% of the individual, maximum heart
frequency. It is exactly this point that the watch seeks. It is so precise that it registers
the slight difference in milliseconds. The determined reference point corresponds to
the middle of your individual FM-pulse range. 10 beats above and below are then
added to the lower limit (a value from 14 000 tests that we have made in the
practice). This is how the pulse range is defined or your FM-training, in the example
here FM-pulse = 122 to 142 beats per minute.

„Smart-Test“
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Limits according to variability

The middle of the FM-range
determined by means of the
2 x 5 min. test.
i.e. Pulse value for the
FM-range in this case
= ¤ 122-142

Material and Costs
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You need a heart rate monitor, POLAR, type: M-Series, to perform the test. Such a
heart rate monitor costs 120.- to 200.- Euro. Since you require a pulse watch in any
case for your FM-training, one could regard the price difference to a cheaper
standard model as test costs. The investment is definitely worthwhile, because you
can perform the test yourself at any time, and also repeat it from time to time.

Advantages
The test is impressive because of the simple and “DIY” philosophy. One can perform
it in any place, at any time and without any assistance. Furthermore, you don’t have
to make a journey straight away to an “Institute for Sports Diagnostics”. it is also
especially suitable for untrained persons, because a capacity loading to the
maximum performance is not necessary with this test. We have attained good
results with newcomers to the running sport and also overweight persons. The
persons being tested find the determined pulse values low, the resulting running or
walking speeds agreeably slow. Exactly right, for the commencement of FatMobilization training.

Lactate test – the professional test method
Those who wish to know things more precisely, there is a test with which the
development of the lactic acid is measured. The Lactate-stage test was developed
in the former GDR in 1956. This is a test method with which the top-class sportsmen
and women determine their training control system The measurement of the lactate
(= lactic acid, see Metabolism), as a further measurement parameter, has enabled
new knowledge to be acquired for the training control system in top-class sport. The
interesting and valuable aspect with regard to the burning of fat is the fact that the
measurement of the lactate concentration in the blood enables us to determine the
heart frequency at which the most fat is burned even more exactly.

Lactate testing
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Performance
This test can only be made in a sports and/or preventive medical laboratory. In
general, you are placed on a cycle ergometer and subjected to a load according to a
specific “timetable”. In addition to the recording of your heart frequency and, if
necessary, the electrocardiograph, a drop of blood will be taken from the lobe of
the ear at the end of each stage and analysed to determine the lactate
concentration in your blood. The correct lactate concentration for the optimum
burning of fat is about 1.5 to 2.0 mmol/l and not 4 mmol/l, as is propagated
incorrectly by a number of fitness gurus (see Fit for Life 11/99 “The best fat killer”)
Costs
Depending on the manner in which it is carried out, the lactate-stage test costs
between 100.- and 200.- Euro.
Advantages
Depending on your state of health, age and weight, you should have a medical
check-up before you commence any regular exercise training (even if it is moderate
and slow). This can be combined with and made at the same time as the test for the
determination of your FM-pulse values.
For many years, this test method was only available to a selected number of elite
sportsmen. At the end of the 1960s, it was also made accessible for the amateur
and hobby sportsmen. The fact that it also involved extremely useful and expedient
measuring methods for beginners, non sportsmen and returners, enabled it make
the breakthrough just a few years ago. An increasing number of health-insurance
companies are beginning to refund the costs incurred by their members for such
tests, because they have realized that the preventive effect of goal-oriented fatmetabolism is of inestimable value.
Don’t make the mistake and think that it is all just for professional and competitive
sportsmen. If you wish to invest your money these days, don’t take it simply to the
bank and be satisfied with a savings book, which only brings low rates of interest.
No. you want the maximum gain with the least possible risk and therefore use the
investment strategies of big investors. You seek and obtain sound and competent
advice. Why should you do otherwise then with your health?
Our tip: In principle, readers in good health with goals, who exercise in the “ Body
Forming” sector, should begin first with the Smart Test. Medium to severely
overweighted persons, who have not exercised regularly during the last few years,
should have a medical check-up straight away.

Your exercise program in the practice
Up to now, you have established the two most important elements for your success
– you have defined your goal and also know your FM-pulse. Consequently, it is only
the details that have to be clarified.
Frequency
Since the necessary number of exercise sessions is determined by the aspired goal
and your individual starting position, we should like to draw your attention to the
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really representative examples in the chapter “Your Goal” and to those persons, who
must first find the time - as difficult as it may be - for an exercise program.
To begin with, let us consider the absolute minimum: Two sessions a week.
From the current training theory, it is known that the desired adaptation effect fades
after a few days without the next exercise; consequently one exercise session is not
enough.
You can select the days on which you will perform your exercise training yourself.
However, make sure that you do not perform the two sessions on two successive
days. In other words:
Keep one day at least between them.
If you can manage or want to train three times a week, it is then possible to exercise
on two successive days.
Example:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Walking 45 min.

Walking 50 min.
Cycling 1 h. 20 min.

The Time Schedule
We know all too well from our own experience that a training session, which is not
planned firmly for a particular day, is the first thing to be deleted. “ I didn’t manage it
after all”. You can twist and turn it as much as you like, but there is no other way:
You must reserve these two days a week and enter them in your diary, time system,
psion or palmtop, in which your other appointments are noted.
You have a date with your health and your figure.

Duration per Exercise Session
A minimum of training duration is of decisive importance. Up to now, we have only
considered the intensity and made a “snapshot” with the metabolic process (see
graphic “Metabolism”), i.e. if you are already right in the middle of your FM-training.
And now we want to add the temporal observation.
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Unfortunately, the provision of energy by the body from the depot fat does not
commence from the first minute of training, even if we exercise ourselves in a very
disciplined manner in the FM-pulse range. The body always uses the carbohydrates
and muscle triglyceride (fat in the muscles) stored in the musculature first. It is not
until we are long and slow enough under way, that more and more fatty acids from
our fat pads are fed into our blood circulation and then also in the muscle cells for
burning. Your body needs about 20 to 25 minutes before it changes over from
the initially used energy sources of the musculature to primarily depot fat. In
view of this, the duration of the training exercise has to be at least 40 minutes.

Eating and Exercise
But that is not enough. The exercise training in the FM-range has also to be
coupled with a will to do without food for a short while, and so promote the first real
fat mobilization.
In concrete terms, this means: Start your training on an empty stomach, i.e. without
any food at all, preferably in the morning before breakfast. If do you eat before
training, the body will always endeavour to absorb the short-chain carbohydrates
from what you have just eaten and to utilize them for the supply of energy. The body
only needs it as a fat metabolism functioning emergency system on very few
occasions. In short: Start the day with a loosening-up training exercise before
breakfast. In this way, you can benefit from the only long fasting phase, the night,
which we certainly do not begrudge our body. The body is then very willing to form
the enzymes that are necessary for the burning of fat.
A great many people are thoroughly frightened at the idea of starting to “train” early
in the morning without anything to eat. But here, thoughts are turned to performance
and sport again. However, the majority, at least at the beginning, have “FM-pulse”
values that are not much faster than that of a pedestrian. This training is not
strenuous and you will not die of hunger or drop dead either.
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In our seminars, it is always a great experience to see that it is especially the
participants, who dread the idea of early morning training on an empty stomach,
which show the greatest enthusiasm for it later.
If you wish to perform your exercise training at midday or in the evening because of
the pressure of time, you can obtain more or less the same effect, if you do not eat
anything three hours before your start. Furthermore, to ensure that the burning of fat
continues in an optimum manner, you should not eat or drink during the session.
This applies as well to fruit juices lemonade and sportsmen’s drinks. The intake of
only a few mouthfuls of a drink containing carbohydrates or also a piece of fruit will
be signalled quickly to the body by the saliva. The pancreas secretes insulin which,
as hormone, is an absolute enemy of fat burning. The fat-burning processes
(zymogenesis et.al) will be interrupted. Pure water is the only liquid that acts here in
a neutral manner. Water you may drink it before, eventually during and directly after
your fat burning training.
Don’t start to eat anything until one hour after your training and only again after this
time. Otherwise, the supply of energy will continue to be made via the fats, and even if
you do not require the same amount of energy as before
With regard to these important details of a fat-mobilization program, numerous errors
are made in the practice primarily due to ignorance. A great many things have to be
correct to ensure that you derive benefit from an optimum burning of fat, e.g. the:
•
•
•
•
•

pulse
duration
going without food
form of exercise
frequency

It will now be quite clear to you why (unfortunately) so many persons fail to reach their
goals, even though they expend a real amount of energy for them.
Tips for your FM-training
Free yourself of any thoughts concerning performance, ignore the average
number of kilometres that you clock up when you run or cycle. The distance you cover
is also unimportant. The main thing is that you keep your “engine” constantly rev up in
a fixed “speed range” over a pre-determined period of time.
I regard the aspired speed as “Grandmother’s tempo”, because with my FM-pulse I
am so slow under way that every member of the family can keep up with me. Don’t let
other faster runners tempt you to leave your pulse range.
If you have done everything correctly, you should have a feeling after the training
that it never burdened you at all and you could complete the same distance again.
But if you feel dead-beat and exhausted, then the intensity was too high.
The fact that the FM-training is only possible on flat ground lies in the nature of
things. Try to find flat, level stretches, because at the beginning the pulse will run
away from you by the slightest inclines.
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In some cases, it is rather boring to burn fat “gram for gram”. Take the opportunity:
Enjoy the wonders of nature and let your thoughts run freely.
Alone or in company
Here again, there is no generally valid recommendation. Your exercise training is best
made with the least number of problems, and alone. You determine the time and the
tempo. A training partnership can be very motivating, but also a hindrance (a person
feels either under- or overtaxed) or serve as an excuse (if the partner cannot, one
doesn’t go either)
Some of the participants at our seminars tell us that they perform their FM-training
with their family over the weekend, namely by means of hiking, cycling or roller
skating. Have the courage to include your family in the subject matter “health”. Make
the Own fatburning zone Test together with your spouse, you will surely find a speed
which is suitable for both of you.
Control of the intensity/speed
There is nothing to discuss here: It just won’t work without a heart rate monitor. Goaloriented training, by which you want to achieve an optimum on effectiveness from
your invested time, is only possible with this technical aid
Tips for the heart rate monitor
There is quite a number of pulse measuring devices on the market. The mode of
operation is always the same – the device consists of a breast-band with integrated
transmitter and a watch with the relevant receiver. The band is laid around the breast.
The electrical impulses of your heart are recorded by two electrodes and transmitted
cordless to the watch.
Our respectively actual heart frequency is indicated on the display part of the watch.
Warning signal for upper and lower limit
Numerous models are equipped with an acoustic warning signal to save you looking
at the watch all the time. You can set the upper and lower limit of your FM-pulse and
be warned automatically by a peep tone, should you leave the aspired pulse range.

The breast-band should be really close-fitting to prevent it from slipping with every
step you make, but not so tight that you feel clamped-in. Moist the surfaces of the two
fluted electrodes on the inner side of the band with water or saliva so that you have a
good contact when your training begins.
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In other words: FM-training – always with a heart rate monitor

FAQ - Frequently asked questions
You will certainly find pleasure in discovering some finer points with regard to the
burning of your own fat. This is also necessary, because as we mentioned before
our metabolism is really individual. Nevertheless, a few questions are always
posed.
Am I not allowed to train in the higher pulse range at all?
Of course you can also train in the intensity range. If you wish to actuate your
metabolism in a goal-oriented manner, you should only exercise in the FM-range
to begin with. Once you notice the initial difference (self test), you can also change
over to the well-feeling range occasionally when you are under way. This does not
impair the effect of your training at all. Nevertheless, you should always perform
the largest portion (3 of 4 exercise sessions per week) as FM-training. With a
reverse ratio, you will not be able to accomplish the change from a poor to a good
fat metabolic.
However, don’t make different intensities in just one training session. Our body
appreciates it when we set it clearly defined tasks. In short, either with a FMtraining or intensity training.

What happens if I train below my FM-pulse range?
This is not harmful. Quite clearly: Any exercise is better than none at all.
Admittedly, we do not attain any significant training effect below our FM-range, the
strain is simply and affectively too little (for example, like window-shopping).

Should I train every day?
With a training session every day, the principle “Activate and Relax” is
disregarded. Many people begin their exercise program with a great motivation
thrust and cannot get enough. They train about 45-60 minutes every morning.
After the initial successes, a kind of plateau is reached. One has the feeling that it
doesn’t go any further. We recommend at least two rest days a week, on which
regenerative measures, such as massage, sauna and relaxation training, stand in
the foreground. Those who feel that they are not doing enough can extend the
length of their training sessions on the other five days. Furthermore, it is also
advisable to continuously vary the length of the training session a little, so that the
body is always stimulated anew.

I also undergo power training
Power training sustains the tightening of the coetaneous and connective tissue,
and especially in the problem zones. It does not clash with your FM-training at all.
The best way is to conduct your training on a different day to your FM-training. If
you wish to conduct both on the same day in a fitness centre, for example, then
do your metabolic training first and then the weight lifting part. In this way, you will
increase the fat-burning effect.
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And what is the situation with the other sporting activities?
Obviously you don’t have to forgo your tennis, football or squash. Here again, the
best thing to do is to arrange to play them on a different day to your FM-training. It
is also possible to separate them time-wise, e.g. FM-training in the morning and
your favourite game sport in the evening.

How does the following sound to you?
Burning fat without exercise
The gradually progressing, but long on-going success of the “burn FAT don’t burnout®
program” is attributable to a further fact that we have not considered so far:
There are primarily two kinds of muscle fibres:
• the quickly contracting (fast twitching) fibres for the elasticity, and
• the slowly contracting (slow twitching) fibres for the endurance
If they are activated regularly through FM-training, the latter have three times as many
capillaries as the untrained and thus more and larger mitochondria (the actual
combustion chambers of the muscles). From the aspect of time, they can therefore
convert more fatty acids and consequently produce more energy. The quantity of
enzymes, which are necessary for the fat metabolism, increases. As a result, they
slowly, but constantly, generate more energy from the depot fats hours after the
training than during the times of the physical inactivity.
Fat-burning facts:
• Endurance-oriented forms of exercise are the best for FM-training.
• The FM-pulse is determined exactly with the Smart Test or the Lactate Test.
• “Exercise yourself slender” by means of at least two training sessions a
week, with a minimum duration of at least 40 minutes, and without any food
before, during or after the exercise.
• With regular training, the body learns to use slightly more body fat for your
basic energy consumption even when your are sitting.
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Eat yourself Slender
Nutrition measures
A program, which is only based on exercise or nutrition, usually results in just a
moderate and/or short-term success. You will certainly have experienced the same
yourself.
It is the combination of exercise with a few, but goal-oriented nutrition measures, that
have led to the successes achieved hitherto with the “burn FAT don’t burnout®
program”. The nutrition measures in combination with your exercise program were
dealt with in the previous chapter. Quantity and quality are relevant factors for your
daily nutrition.
Quantity problem, second part
How can you get a better grip on the problem of quantity now? Once again, by
combining exercise and nutrition: Your FM-training will help you to notice the satiety
and hunger feelings of your body better again.
The suppressed feeling of satiety
Here is a program that will help you. You will probably remember it subconsciously
from your early childhood.
•
•
•

“Empty your plate child or else we shall have bad weather.”
“You don’t leave the table until you have finished your plate.”
“Clear your plate or you will not become anything.”

You will certainly know other similar versions from your childhood to these here. You
will have often observed that you ate your plate empty, even though you were
satisfied a long time before – you have suppressed your natural satiety feeling with a
program from your earliest childhood.
On the one hand, it is fascinating to know that this program still has a controlling
effect, even though you have come of age and are a matured and experience man
with your own will. On the other hand, the consequences can be really painful.
To what extent are your present-day eating habits moulded by your childhood? We
have compiled a little test for this.
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The gluttony test – which type of eater, are you?
Questio
n
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Do you take sufficient time
for your meals?

Do you chew your food
properly? (until everything
is like a paste)?

Your family considers you
as a…

Do you take your time to eat
even in hectic times?

You don’t eat too much and
seldom/never feel full up

Do you make short breaks
when you are eating (main
meals)?

Do you cut the fat off the
edges of meat, fish and
ham?

Do you know the fat
content of the majority of
foodstuffs that you eat?

Answer

Score

Yes, always

0

Often
Most times, not
enough
No I’m always in a
hurry
Yes, I make sure I do

1
2

Often
Most times, not
enough
I save time by eating
Slow eater

1
2

Normal eater
Fast eater
Yes, always

2
4
0

Now and again
That is not possible
for me
I make sure that I
don’t
I feel full up now and
again
Frequently, I feel fullup
I save time by eating
Yes, most times

2
4

4
0

4
0

0
1
2
4
0

Most times, no
I make a break when
my plate is empty
Yes, always

2
4

Often
I usually leave it on
I like the fat
Yes, nearly all

1
2
4
0

More than 50% of

1

0
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Your
points

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

When you cook, do you
prepare your meals
according to the low-fat
principle (steaming,
stewing, simmering)?

Likewise, do you avoid high-fat
ingredients (cream, fresh cream,
mayonnaise, bacon etc.)?

Do you prefer and purchase
wholefoods?

You eat fresh fruit and
vegetables every day.

You like fried or coated foods.

With milk products, you prefer
the low-fat articles
(milk, yoghurt, quark).

You like chocolate, gâteau, flans
and other sweet-tasting foods.

them
Only a few
I haven’t the faintest
idea
Yes, always

2
4
0

Often
Most times, no
No time, it must go
quickly

1
2
4

Yes, always

0

Often
Most times, no
I cook with all these
ingredients
Yes, always

1
2
4

Often
I eat them quite often
I eat them every day
Yes, every day

1
2
4
0

Mostly
Now and again
Hardly ever
Absolutely no
Only eat them when I
must
Eat them now and
again
Yes, very much
Yes, always

1
2
4
0
1

Often
Most times, no
No
Absolutely no

1
2
4
0

Eat them seldom
Eat them now and
again

1
2

0

2
4
0
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16

17

18

19

20

21

22

You eat three main meals every
day and only seldom something
in between.

For you, eating is an important
part of your life.

You only eat something when
you are hungry.

When you feel stressed or in a
bad mood, do you console
yourself with a snack or a litre
wine?

You can “stop” when you are
eating.

Do you know (without thinking
about it too long) what you ate
and drank for lunch two days ago

You eat with plenty of variety and
like to try new things.

Yes, very much
Yes, absolutely correct

4
0

More or less
I tend to eat rather
irregularly
I eat very irregularly
Yes

1
2

Now and again
Unimportant
Yes, that’s right

2
4
0

Mostly
I also eat when I am not
hungry
I don’t take any notice of
hunger
Yes, always

1
2

4
0

4
4

Often
Most times, no
No

2
1
0

Yes, always

0

Often
Most times, no
No
Yes

1
2
4
0

I shall have to think a little
longer
Have no idea
Yes, it gives me
pleasure
Often
Usually eat the same
Always eat the same

2
4
0
1
2
4

Evaluation (Gluttony Test)
Less than 20 points: Congratulations – You eat very conscientiously and observe your
consumption of calories. Your good eating awareness is exemplary and you should
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retain it. Further challenges could constitute other gastronomic cultures and vital
substances for you. Make further efforts to keep just as good a grip on the columns
Exercise and Relaxation as you have on the nutrition
20 to 30 points: Very good – You eat well nigh conscientiously, even though you depart
now and again from your success concept. You will find your optimization possibilities
where two or even four points are awarded.
30 to 40 points: You don’t eat simply without any thought whatsoever, but
you could improve your daily choice of food in many places and also some of
your eating habits. Grasp the opportunity with both hands; discover the
natural signals of your body through the exercise to begin with and then
tackle the places where you have “scored” 4 points.
Over 40 points: You are a real “devil-may-care eater”. You favour the “all you
can eat diet”, You care very little about what you eat and drink. Start to realize
the following tips for the “basics” of nutrition one after another and you will
soon notice how good it is for you and your body.
Two things really help: Regular FM-training (we had this once already, but it
cannot be emphasized enough) and

Measure 1 – Eat Slower
The feeling of satiety lags behind the actual degree of satiety. Your body
needs a few minutes to make it clear to you: It’s enough. If you are a fast
eater, you can acquire a very nice fat pad in this time over the years. On the
other hand, if you chew your food well and reduce it to small pieces (to a
paste) in your mouth, you will make it much easier for your body to digest it.
Have the courage to let your plate go back half-empty
Eat your plate only so empty as is necessary to appease your hunger. You
may perhaps think “it is just not done”, but your body should be more
important to you than your social etiquette.
The suppressed feeling of hunger
With this widespread phenomenon, it is not a question of an unconscious
program from our childhood, but a negative concomitant phenomenon of our
normal workday. Just imagine you only had your usual two cups of tea or
coffee as breakfast and work on a very difficult thing in the morning. Two
hours later, your body signals to you that it has hunger. But you would like to
complete the job, and carry on working. Two hours later, you find it is taking
longer than you thought, because there are still a few details that you have to
go over again. You decide to “plough” your way through until the lunch break,
because you want to achieve that long-awaited end. Your stomach rebels
again, but remains still again afterwards. Your ability to concentrate starts to
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wain due to the progressive decrease in the blood-sugar level and careless
mistakes start to creep in. You become nervous, but continue to work until
finally nothing goes right any more. You stand up to look for something to eat
in the drawer of your colleague’s desk. This usually takes the form of sweets.
Result: a brief thrust of energy with a high content of sugar, but no sign of a
well-balanced meal. Your pancreas becomes “frightened* and secretes large
quantities of insulin in order to keep your blood sugar at a constant level.
Since the monosaccharide only provides energy for a very short time, you fall
in an even deeper concentration hole.
You are no doubt familiar with similar situations in your working life. The
exercise training here also helps you to reduce the extremity of the attacks of
voracious hunger. Once your metabolism is “cranked” correctly, it will provide
you with more energy from your depot fat and you will not fall in deep holes
any more after a number of disregarded hunger signals.

„Konzentration“
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This side effect of the FM-training does not release you from your obligation to provide
your body uniformly with food. Your body will tell you when it needs food.

Measure 2 – Respect your Hungry Feeling
In short: This necessitates practical precautions. You must take suitable foods to your
place of work or have them ready at home.
Suitable snacks between meals:
•
•
•
•

Any kind of fruit
Fresh vegetables
Low-fat yoghurts, kefir, curd or others
Wholemeal rolls
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•
•

Bar of energy chocolate (with a low content of monosaccharide and a fat
content of less than 25%
A small basin of rice, noodles or muesli

Unsuitable:
•
•
•
•

Dextrose
Sweets
Lemonade, Cola etc.
Confectionery, such as cakes, nut or almond croissants

The distribution
The next measure, which you can take with regard to the problem of quantity, concerns
the distribution of the three main meal times. We are frequently faced with the following
picture:
Mornings: In most cases. little or nothing is eaten. Just one or two cups of tea or coffee
to wake up. “I can’t get anything down so early in the morning” is the most common
statement.
Midday: Frequently, a sandwich brought from home or obtained from the “Fast Food”
stand around the corner. The important thing is that everything goes quickly, because
there is no time for a real break.
Evenings: One can breathe deeply at last after the daily stress. The tired and weary
body has to recover and needs a good meal. You will no doubt guess what happens to
the late and sumptuous meal.

The consumption
In the main, the body is responsible for the work performance of a person from the
morning to the late afternoon. A uniform distribution of the food intake, in the form of a
number of small portions, is required over the day to ensure an optimum provision of
energy. In the majority of cases, however, the largest quantity of calories is not supplied
until the evening. These calories are then routed primarily to the fatty depot, because
they are not needed immediately. The vernacular has a suitable and good wise saying
for this:
“Breakfast like an emperor, eat like a nobelman midday and like a beggar in the
evening”.
In other words, if you can redistribute a part of your food quantity from the evening to
midday and the morning, then you have already made a big step forward.
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Measure 3 – Redistribute a part of your food intake from the evening to midday and
the morning

Water is a real big aid
Water is the most important nutrient of all. We can go without the other nutrients for a few
weeks and still survive, but only a few days without water. It participates in most of the
processes in the body and the sufficient supply is closely connected with our physical
well-being. Water is also one the most important aids by the “burn FAT don’t burnout®
program”. We have achieved considerable successes with a large number of persons in
our practice simply because of the fact that, in addition to the FM-training, three litres of
water were drunken every day.
A sufficient supply of water sustains the fat-burning process, when only indirectly. The
fat-burning enzymes are transported in a better manner.
The normal daily intake should be at least two, better three litres. Why so much?
Quite simply, because we secrete about
1 1/2 litres with the urine
•
0.6 litres through perspiration
•
0.3 litres through respiratory air, and
•
0.1 litres with the stool, every day
•
In all about 2.5 litres of water.
Measure 4 – Drink 2 to 3 litres of water every day
Since you only drink a quantity of two and more litres of water per day, when you have it
“under your nose”, we would advise you to always keep a water bottle at the ready at the
side of your bed, workplace and in the car. Since the loss of water occurs earlier than the
feeling of thirst (similar to the feeling of satiety), it is important to drink “lump sum” and not
when you feel thirsty.
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Simple carbohydrates
Monosaccharides Glucose (Grape sugar)
(Simple sugar)
Fructose (Fruit sugar)
Galactose
Disaccharides
Saccharose (Beet sugar)
(Two-fold sugar) Lactose (Milk sugar)
Maltose (Malt sugar)

Honey
Sweets
Beverage
Sugar
Jam
Lemonade

Complex carbohydrates
Oligosaccharides
(Multiple sugar)

Raffinose
Stachyose

Molasses
Peas and beans

Polysaccharides
(Mainfold sugar)

Dextrine
Glycogen
Starch
Cellulose
Hemicellulose
Pectin

Cereals
Bread, muesli, noodles
Bananas
Cereal products
Peas and beans
Fruits, vegetables

Roughage

They are absolutely essential as a source of energy for our organism. The carbohydrates have to be broken down by the digestive substances, so that they can be
admitted to the intestinal tract and metabolized to glycogen in the liver and
musculature (= storage form of the carbohydrates in the body). If necessary, the
glycogen in the musculature is used as fuel. The liver glycogen makes sure that the
blood sugar level is suitably balanced and thus the important organs such as the
brain are supplied with energy.
The principal difference between the simple and complex carbohydrates is the disparity
in the length of time that the body takes to exploit them. The simple types of sugar
“shoot” literally into the blood and thus give a short energy impulse, which wears off just
as quickly again (see also above “The Suppressed Feeling of Hunger). On the other
hand, the complex carbohydrates are taken up slower by the body, namely in the
same manner as it also needs the energy on a normal working day. Consequently,
snacks consisting of primarily complex carbohydrates between meals (see list above),
are more expedient than the grape sugar (dextrose) or the bar of chocolate,
acclaimed as so ”healthy” in the various advertisements. Here are a few examples:
Milk-honey waffles:
• Single sugar content 30%
• Energetic (real) fat content 57%
• Ingredients: Full-cream milk, vegetable oils, sugar
Knoppers:
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• Single sugar content 54%
• Energetic (real) fat content 55%
• Ingredients: Sugar, hardened vegetable oils
Balisto bar:
• Single sugar content 34%
• Energetic (real) fat content 50%
• Ingredients: Sugar, wheat flour, hardened vegetable fat
Don’t be deceived by the enticing advertising slogans, because you only buy a lot of
single sugar with a great deal of fat, which retards the metabolism, in the majority of
cases. The kind of carbohydrates that you need to prevent you from becoming a
“victim of hunger” are missing. A brief look at the contents shown on the packing
before you buy a product is sufficient. Alongside the nutritional values (and especially
by the fats), you will find the ingredients in a declining order.
Consequently, the first named ingredient has the largest quantitative portion, the
second ingredient the next largest quantitative portion, and so on.
To realize what has been said , the above infers quite simply that you only have to
avoid the processed nutritional products, by which glucose, dextrose, fructose,
sucrose, maltose (malt sugar) or lactose (milk sugar) are placed first or second. Sugar
or dextrose is also included quite frequently in the list of contents
At the end of series with carbohydrates, we find the “roughage”, e.g. cellulose and
pectin. They are complex carbohydrates, which cannot be exploited by the body, but
are necessary for the functioning of the digestive system, because they become
completely saturated with the digestive juices and stimulate the muscles of the
bowels. They swell in the stomach and give a feeling of satiety. Furthermore, they
bind the cholesterol, other fatty substances and bile acid, so that the body takes up
fewer fat molecules (lipids). In other words, they are a further aid for our goal. They
are found in bread, cornflakes, rice and noodles (absolutely of the same standard),
as well as potatoes, raw fruit and vegetables.

Wholefoods only for the health-food freaks?
On the contrary, for here it is the “force of habit” that thwarts our plan. In general, we
are used to eating the industrially widely distributed versions of rice, noodles and
farina: polished rice and white-flour products. They are the reason why the same
quantity of food does not sustain us so long. A slice of wholemeal bread keeps us
going about four times longer than a white-flour roll.
Change over to wholemeal products
The roughage, which is so important for our program, is not or hardly found in the
customary variants such as white bread and polished rice etc. You will not benefit from
the advantages described above before you start to eat natural rice, wholemeal bread
and whole meal noodles. Don’t forget: The body stores any excessive amounts of
carbohydrates that you digest as depot fat.
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Measure 5 – Avoid simple, and prefer complex, carbohydrates of absolutely the
same standard with the sufficient roughage

Protein
The proteins are the “building substances” of our body. On conclusion of our period
of growth, our body still needs food protein in order to regenerate and to form anew.
Frequently, there is an incorrect opinion that protein only forms musculature.
However, the fact that the whole of our body, e.g. bones, skin and hair, is built up on
proteins and almost all the enzymes and hormones are formed from protein, is not
so well-known.
If the supply of food protein is too low, the physical performance and intellectual
capacity, among others things, will also be limited and the stamina of the body
reduced as well. As in the case of carbohydrates, the food protein is also broken
down during the digestive process, namely into the so-called amino acids. The body
then forms it own protein from these acids. Each individual protein is an extremely
complicated entity consisting of hundreds of amino acids. The “building instructions”
for the more than ten thousand different endogenous proteins are part and parcel of
our genetic make-up.
Remark: Protein is broken down into amino acids and then converted into
endogenous protein in the human organism.
By the sources of food available to us, we have to differentiate between animal and
plant proteins. As always, science is divided on this matter and the truth lies in the
middle. There is no need to worry, you can eat both.
Animal sources of albumin are all kinds of meat and fish, milk and milk products
(yoghurt, kefir, curd, cheese), as well as eggs.
Vegetable albumin are found in peas, lentils, beans, soya beans), nuts (walnuts,
hazel nuts, almonds, pistachio nuts, etc.), kernels (pine kernels, pumpkin seeds,
sunflower seeds) and seeds (sensame, poppy seed etc.).
The problem with the majority of protein suppliers is the high fat content. Since we
want to minimise the nutritional fat within the framework of the “burn FAT don’t
burnout® program”), we prefer the following products:
• Low-fat milk and milk products
• Eggs prepared without fat, e.g. boiled
• Maize-poulard breast, without skin and fatty sauce
• Lean beef and veal
• All kinds of leguminous plants
• Fillet of fish, pouched, prepared with lemon but without sauce

Protein sustains
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To ensure that you have sufficient protein during your “burn FAT don’t burnout®
program” – because you want to dispense with fat and retain your musculature – we
would advise you for a certain period to replace one of your daily meals with a highcaloric protein preparation. In this way, you can intake a sufficiently metered quantity
of the essential amino acids fat-reduced without difficulty. This will also ensure that
sufficient building substances are available for your slow-twitch muscle fibres (no
need to be afraid, you won’t become a Mr. Universe). Furthermore, you will support
your own growth hormones, which build up the musculature and burn fat.
Short excursion into biochemistry
The fat cells of our subcutaneous fatty tissue can only empty themselves if a certain
hormone is activated. This is the hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL). The HSL is
located in the adipocytes (fat cells) and activated by the stress hormones, especially
through the noradrenaline – the positive stress hormone.
The also explains why we in times of positive stress (also so-called Eu-stress), for
example, during the
• in-love phase, by the
• ups and downs in a project or task, or by
• light physical activity with fun and joy,
it is proven that we dispense with more body fat.
The positive stress hormone Noradrenaline (as well as the well-feeling hormone
(serotonin) is also produced from amino acids. Tyrosine, phenylalanine and
tryptophan play a decisive part thereby. Without a sufficient intake of these essential
amino acids our body can only produce the hormones that we need to activate the
HSL for the burning of fat with difficulty. But it is not enough to provide only the amino
acids, because two things are necessary for the aspired burning of fat:
1. The building substances for the production of hormones (see Protein for the burn
FAT don’t burnout® program) and
2. Regular exercise in your FM-pulse range to shake out the noradrenaline and to
transport it to the HSL.
Measure 6 – Eat a protein-accentuated meal every day with high-quality, but fatfree protein. Either in powder-form (e.g. to burn FAT protein, if it has to be effected
quickly) or fish or poultry without sauce, but with lemon (helps the utilization of
protein).

Fats
As we have emphasized several times before, depot fat can also consist of
carbohydrates or protein. We have also become very familiar with the fact that depot
fat is a risk factor, a supplier of energy for moderate, physical exercise (FM-pulse
rage) and a source of energy for hunger periods. Furthermore, it serves as an
insulation to maintain the temperature of the body and as an insulating layer for the
inner organs. In other words, we need a certain amount of depot fat, but the
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insulating layer is rather excessive as far as the average citizen is concerned in
Central Europe and also North America.
In view of this, we want to turn now to the so-called nutritional fats. If we allow all
that has been said so far to pass in review, then the justifiable question arises “Do
we really need any nutritional fat and if so, why?
We also have to differentiate by this – the principal component of our food
Fat is not just fat
In the case of a depot-fat reducing nutrition, the constituents of the nutritional fat are
either saturated or unsaturated fatty acids.
Saturated fatty acids must not enter into any further biochemical bonds in the body
and are stored more or less directly as depot fat. They are to be found in most
animal foodstuffs. Butter, cream and also coconut oil and coconut fat consist almost
entirely of saturated fats.
Likewise, the fat portions of animals (pork, beef, and poultry) consist of saturated
fatty acids. For example, the fat edge of ham is no less than the depot fat stored by
the animal. CAUTION: Not all fats are visible and most forms of charcuterie, as well
as low-quality cuts of meat exhibit high portions of fat in the form of saturated fatty
acids.
Unsaturated fats, however, have a high physiological significance for our health,
because they have a particular chemical reactivity. First of all, they have to enter into
certain combinations in the body, before they are resorbed. Unsaturated fatty acids
cannot be formed by the body itself and are therefore also called essential fatty
acids.
We find
• simple, unsaturated fatty acids, e.g. in olive oil
• two-fold, unsaturated fatty acids, e.g. in sunflower and thistle oil
• multi-fold, unsaturated fatty acids, e.g. in linseed and fish oil
The quantity of unsaturated fatty acid that we have to ingest every day is estimated
rather too low and is specified as about 10 to 15 g. But be careful, the unsaturated
fatty acids lose their health value through heat treatment.
With heat treatment (over 180 º C), most of the vegetable fats form highly active
oxidants and are then even rated as injurious to health (when you want to roast
meat, use a stable oil).
Remark: For salads, vegetables and other dishes, it is best to use unsaturated
fatty acids in the form of cold-pressed oils.

The “true” fat content
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The portion of the nutritional fat should amount to 15 to 25% of the total intake of
food depending on the individual. With fats, it is very rare that high fat cost is
preferred nowadays, nearly every product is also marketed in a low-fat variant and
purchased, too. There are two reasons why we still have to combat the wide-spread
diseases “Overweight” and “Obesity”:
1) Nutritional fats function as flavour enhancers. This is why, proteins in combination
with fat (e.g. fish fillet with a fatty sauce) and carbohydrates together with fat (e.g.
chocolate) taste so good.
2) The “true” fat content of foodstuffs is underestimated. The effective fat content for
our bodies results from the useable calories (energetic fat content). Fat supplies
more than double so many calories per gram as protein or carbohydrates.
®
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100g = 103kcal
4,0g protein
15g carbohydrates
2,9g fat
Formula for the calculation:
2,9g fat x 9kcal = 26,1kcal
26,1:103 = 25,3%

A further example:
100 ml full.cream milk contains 68 kcal. and 3.9 g fat. The formula in this case is
therefore:
3.9 g fat x 9 kcal = 35.1 kcal:68 = 51.6% true fat content
The specific weight was ignored for the purpose for simplicity.
Remember, quite simply, the number 9 (kcal per gram fat) and then you can
determine the fat content of your foodstuff(s) yourself, for example, when you are
shopping.
If you find this calculation too troublesome, we have a simple and useful aid for you:
“The Fat Calculator”.
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All you have to do is to set the grams of fat and the weight of the foodstuff per 100
gram (this has to be stated on every package) and then you can read off the fat
content. It will give you a little trouble at the beginning, but after a time, you will know
which products you can buy and eat without any hesitation.

Measure 7 – Avoid foodstuffs with a “real” fat content of more than 30%

Sustain vital substances
There are certain substances, which can effectively sustain your program for the
aspired burning of fat. In concrete terns, this means that they can only help in certain
circumstances, but never work on their own. Forget the idea of a wonder pill, even if
preparations with advertising assertions to the effect are offered to you.

Vitamin C
…really helps to make you slim. It contributes to the production of noradrenaline,
one of our stress hormones. Noradrenaline is not only made responsible for the Eustress (the positive), but also provides an increased supply of energy from the depot
fat. However, it should be taken in a retarding form to ensure that the water-soluble
Vitamin C is not excreted straight away from the body. All the components of the
“burn FAT vital mix” are present in a retardant form, i.e. the substances are resorbed
firstly over a period of hours in the intestinal tract, and just like the body also needs
them.
Our recommendation: an additional intake of 800-1200 mg per day to burn the fat.

L-Carnitine
As you already know you will burn not a single gram of fat without any exercise.
(read also “mistakes of burning fat”)
Our recommendation: an additional intake of 200-300 mg per day to support your
activities.
Choline
… is an important module of the cerebral matter. It also has a vessel-widening effect
and lowers the blood pressure. Furthermore, it regulates the peristaltic motion and
reduces the deposition of fat. Although Choline is regarded as a part of the vitamin B
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complex in some cases, it is not recognized as vitamin in general, because it can
also be synthetized by the body from methonine (which is likewise an amino acid). If
chlorin is not available in a sufficient quantity, the brain and nerve cells become
“fatty”. as a consequence, the effect of the noradrenaline, for example, is reduced
and does not gain access to the fatty cells in a sufficient quantity any more and thus
boost the burning there.
Our recommendation: an additional intake of 60-100 mg per day.
Magnesium
… is an important constituent of the enzymes, which participate in the burning of fat.
It also furthers the supply of oxygen to the cells, without which the burning of fat
would not be possible. Magnesium also has a positive effect on the nerve costume –
it has a sedative effect on stress situations and is known as the “the salt of our
repose” in the orthomolecular medicine.
Our recommendation: an additional intake of 200-300 mg per day to burn the fat.
Chromium
…is of importance for the regulation of our blood sugar level. In case of a deficiency
of chromium, the insulin cannot keep the blood sugar at a constant level. A longlasting, inadequate provision of chromium can lead to blood sugar problems and also
obesity. Examinations have shown that more than 90% of all overweight persons
suffer from a deficiency of chromium.
Our recommendation: an additional intake of 50 µg per day to burn the fat.

Antioxidants
The substances are able to neutralize the “free radicals” that result during the
oxidation. Let us jump quickly to the subject stress and burnout again. The more
emotional and/or physical stress that you have to endure, the greater the number of
free radicals that result by your production of energy. These negatively charged
oxygen ions are extremely aggressive, they destroy cell walls and, in some cases,
penetrate into the nucleus of the cell. Depending on your state of health, your body
can cope with a part of these aggressors itself.
However, if the quantity increases and/or you are physically weakened, your own cell
protection may not be enough under certain circumstances. Nevertheless, you can
protect yourself with the supply of so-called antioxidants (radical catchers). The
antioxidants are essential nutrients. The most important are the vitamins A, C, E and
beta-carotene. A deficiency of vitamin B12 can lead to an emotionally conditioned,
increased susceptibility to stress.
The mineral substance magnesium plays a particular role with regard to stress. With
an emerging deficiency of magnesium, the stress reactions become more intense.
Reversibly, a supply of magnesium has a positive effect, because it checks the rise in
the number of stress hormones in the blood. Furthermore, we should not ignore the
fact that a deficiency of the vitamins B1, B2 and B6 also has an influence on the
intake of magnesium.
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A large number of the substances have a quasi two-fold effect: On the one hand, they
sustain the burning of fat and, on the other, they aid the cell protection.
The question is whether we have enough antioxidants in our food or do we have to
consume them artificially. If we listen to the words of the national departments for
health and food a well-balanced diet contains all we want. There is no need to
swallow vitamin pills.
So, far so good. Unfortunately, however, this knowledge is based to a major extent
on out-of-date, calorific-value contents of our foods. In the last few decades, the
enormous decline in the vital substance by our foodstuffs has been proven time and
time again. Therefore the national advisory boards are in discussion to increase all
the recommended values.
Secondly, there is a difference between whether we only preclude the illness on the
basis of the apparent deficiency with the dosage, or whether one endeavours to
function under high load in an optimal manner.
To obtain the necessary, therapeutical quantities of antioxidants and fat-burning vital
substances by means of natural foodstuffs, you must consume, for example:
•
•
•

For 1 g Vitamin C, about 5 kg potatoes or 1.5 kg oranges or 5 litres
multivitamin juice (Vitafit)
For 400 mg Vitamin E, about 4 kg peanuts or 0.6 litres olive oil or 12 litres
multivitamin juice (Vitafit)
For 15 mg Beta-Carotene, about 5 kg potatoes or 0.8 kg apricots or carrots.

To simplify the purchase and taking of the individual substances, we have concocted a
tasty “burn FAT vital mix” for you, (see Service Section).

Conclusion
The number of measures has mounted up. In view of this, we would advise you to
realize only two of them to begin with in the sector “Nutrition”:
•
•

Drink 2 to 3 litres of pure water every day, and
Realize the “true” fat content – avoid foodstuffs with a fat content of more than
30%.

Since we do not wish to stress you in any way, we shall only concentrate on just a
few measures to begin with.
Once these two measures are part and parcel of your daily life (after a few weeks),
you can then refine your nutrition.
•
•

Transfer a part of your intake of food from the evening to midday or mornings.
Avoid the simple, and favour the complex, high-quality carbohydrates.
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•
•

Support your program with high-quality protein and a vitamin-mix.
Eat natural, non-processed foods.

Fat-burning factors
•

You can achieve a great effect with some, a few nutritional measures.

•

The “true” fat content of most foods is much higher than we think.
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The Alternatives
Since we do not want to prejudice the opinions of the various methods for fat
destruction in any way, we should like to acquaint you with the experience that we
have gained with other available variants.
Fat blockers – the Slimming pills
The best-known of these fat blockers is probably Xenical, which is only available on
prescription. This substance binds the fat portion of the food, and the mixture has to
be excreted via the gastro-intestinal tract. If the food is not brought together in a fatreducing manner and the old habits are not changed, it leads to oily stools, which are
also difficult to control. The consequences: permanent, severe diarrhoea. If the
preparation is discontinued and the same eating habits are maintained, it triggers off
a yo-yo effect. Result: Without a drastic change in behaviour, the fat blockers are
useless and lead to extremely unpleasant side effects during the time they are taken.
The same effect can be accomplished without fat blockers by changing over to fatreduced nutrition.
Ephedrine Cure – the Chemical Club
With the correct application of ephedrine, it is really possible to burn fat without any
exercise. The magic word is thermogenesis (production of heat) – the temperature of
the body increases, the body burns more fat – also in the state of rest. The necessary
chemical cocktail, consisting of ephedrine, aspirin and caffeine, has a strong effect on
the nervous system and is therefore not completely free of side effects:
Trembling of the fingers, subjective feeling of unrest, insomnia, nausea, anorexia,
vertigo and irritability.
The latter, in particular, applies in almost every case. Consequently, we would advise
persons, who are determined to try it, to seek a lonely island.
The yo-yo effect also occurs after an ephedrine cure if one does not change the
nutritional and exercise habits, a real pity in view of the money spent and the nerves
it costs.

Fat Suction – The Lipisuction
The operative removal of fat cells is definitely a practical solution to dispense with the
fat in certain places. However, the problem thereby is; If the food habits and the mode
of exercise are not changed, then one will soon have the problem on other parts of
the body. If the fat is removed from the waist, the fat cells on the buttocks and the
thighs will fill all the more. Furthermore, the remaining cells in the operated region will
inflate more and in a dissimilar manner, so that a “re-operation” is usually needed – a
so-called “touch-up”. Not the cheapest variant by any means, depending on the
region and size one intervention costs between 5.000.- to 10.000.- Euro.
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Gastrostenosis – the Banding
By means of an operative intervention, the size of the stomach is reduced artificially
with a strip of material (consequently the name “Banding”). The patient can therefore
only ingest an appreciably smaller quantity, because the feeling of satiety occurs very
quickly. Apart from the risks associated with the surgical intervention, it constitutes a
possible alternative for persons with severe obesity, namely to get a grip on the
problem. The operation, however, is not performed by persons with slight and medium
overweight.

Find a new love – the natural variant
Fall in love and your hormones will ensure that you lose fat automatically. The worse
it gets a hold on you, the more fat you will lose. The effect is similar to that with
thermogenesis, your body revs up and runs at a high speed
Unfortunately, the effect diminishes as soon as the relationship begins to stabilize or
become established, whereupon – as we all know too well – the love goes through
the stomach…(and lands on the fat pads??).
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Service Section
You can also obtain general information about the “burn FAT don’t burnout®
program” in the Internet under the address www.burnfett.com

Heart rate monitors of the M-series
Heart rate monitors of the M-series for the SMART test can be obtained from a
licensed burnFAT-trainer or from the following:
Switzerland:
LMT Leuenberger Medizintechnik AG
Industriestrasse 19
CH-8304 Wallisellen
Tel. +41 (0)1-877 84 85
Fax +41 (0)1-877 84 99
Germany:
Polar Elektro GmbH Deutschland
Hessenring 24
DE-64572 Büttelborn
Tel. +49 (0)6152 9236-0
Fax +49 (0)6152 9236-20
Other countries to be added ????

Profi-Test (Lactate-Stage Test)
The Profi-Test (Lactate-Stage Test) is offered by:
Switzerland:
check-up AG
Römerstrasse 176
CH-8404 Winterthur
Tel. +41 (0)52-245 05 55
Fax +41 (0)52-245 05 59
E-mail: info@check-up.ch
Internet: www.check-up.ch
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Medical Wellness Center Bad Zurzach
CH-5330 Zurzach
Tel. +41 (0)56-265 28 00
www.medical-wellness-centre.ch

Germany:
Medizinische Zentrum Parkhöhe
Hufelandstrasse 18-20
DE-34537 Bad Wildungen
Tel. +49 (0)5621 7030
MSG
Ärztehaus Peiner Str. 2
DE-30519 Hannover
Tel. +49 (0)5118 4204-15
Van Aken Privatinstitut
Manfred Jürgen
Tappenstrasse 12
DE-38640 Goslar
Tel. +49 (0)5321 2788
Austria:
Reha-Sport
AT-5252 Aspach 162
Tel.+43 (0)7755-6801
www.ivnet.co.at/reha
Institut für Sportmedizin
Auf der Schmelz 6
AT-1150 Wien
Tel. +43 (0)1-427 728 701
www.sportmedizin.or.at

burn FAT vital mix
This mix is only for supporting your activities – it will never work alone!
It contains high-dose quantities of the customary fat burners and antioixidants in a
retarding form. The tin contains 314 ml granulate and is sufficient for 30 days. The
dosage is 6 g or 10 ml per day.
Stir a teaspoonful of the granulate in a glass of orange juice or an equivalent and
drink immediately. Price: see Internet www.burnfett.com
Constituents:
Vitamins

daily dosage
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Vitamin A
Vitamin B1
Vitamin B2
Vitamin B6
Vitamin B 12
Beta-Carotene
Biotin
Vitamin C
Vitamin D3
Vitamin E
Folic acid
Niacin
Pantothenic acid

1 mg
0 mg
0 mg
0 mg
30 µg
8 mg
50 µg
1000 mg
5 µg
400 mg
400 µg
10 mg
20 mg

Trace elements
Chromium
Iodine
Copper
Manganese
Molybdenum
Selenium
Vanadium
Zinc

50 mg
50 µg
2 mg
5 mg
50 µg
25 µg
50 µg
12 mg

Mineral substances
Magnesium

275 mg

Quasi-Vitamins
L-Carnitine
Choline
Inositol
PABA

250 mg
80 mg
60 mg
20 mg

Bioflavonides
Quercetin
Garcinia Combogia

400 mg
500 mg

Roughage
Guar

816 mg
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burn FAT Protein
If you find it difficult to ensure your supply of fat-reduced protein, we recommend a
protein powder as an aid. The protein for the “burn FAT don’t burnout® program”
contains all the essential amino acids, e.g. tryptophan, phenylalanine, and methionine.
The amino acid sample was concocted according to the latest studies. The tin contains
375 g powder (Flavours: Banana, Strawberry or Vanilla)
and is sufficient for 30 days. The dosage is 10–15 g daily. Replace one of your meals
per day with a protein drink (stir 2-3 spoonfuls in 250 ml low-fat milk or water).
Protein powder should only be taken if you perform an exercise program
regularly and don’t keep to your food habits, otherwise the protein will land on
top of your “little” pads. Price: see Internet www.burnfett.com

Fat Calculator
The fat calculator can be obtained from a licensed burnFAT trainer or directly from
check-up AG. Price: see Internet www.burnfett.com
Book tips:
“Gesundheit ist Chefsache”
O. Petersen & Dr. H. Egger
Work Manual for Personnel Managers and Company Management
240 pages with Audio CD
ISBN 3 907601 15 7

“Fit and Top im Job”
A Practical Guide for Every Working Person
O. Petersen & Dr. H. Egger
Exercise, Nutrition and Relaxation
120 pages
ISBN 3 706 40687X
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The First 30 Days
A concise guide for the entry into the “burn FAT don’t burnout® program”
During the time you have read this book, you will have no doubt noticed something in
particular: It is the small things that cause problems. The following question is
therefore inevitable “ Where to begin, what to do first and what afterwards?”
We have compiled a concise guide for you, in which you will find the most important
elements and details for the first weeks listed in chronological order. This suggestion
is equally suitable for both the absolute stick-in-the-mud as far as exercise is
concerned and the “returners”, likewise for persons who already engage in sport. If
you play tennis once a week, for example, or do gymnastics or go to a fitness centre
twice a week, you can perform your FM-training without any hesitation on the other
days. The purpose of FM-training is to reduce fat and your other activities are sport,
fun and play.
You can also undertake more FM-training than is specified in the plan, which kicksoff with an absolute minimum. The weekdays in the plan have been selected rather
ad-lib. You can obviously select the days as you wish.
Name
Date

Day
Sun.

Morning
Table
Fill out figure
control

Mo.

Tues.

Wed.
Thurs.

Set up water
depot at
workplace

Midday
Derive
personal goal
definition
Drink two extra
glasses of
water before
meal
Drink two extra
glasses of
water before
meal
40 min. relaxed
midday walk
Drink two extra
glasses of
water before
meal

Fri.

Sat.
Sun.
Mo.

Evening
Check refrigerator
for true fat content.
Assort.
Obtain pulse watch
with SMART test
(alt. date for
lactate-test)

Remarks
1st week

Familiarization
with pulse watch
(Operating
instructions)
Music,
respectively. seek
CD for mental
training

Day free - eat
whatever your
heart desires

Perform
Obtain protein
SMART test
drink
45 min. FM-training
Empty stomach!

According to
requirement,
obtain
substances
and ingest

2nd week
Mental training
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Think yourself
slender
Tues.

Replace lunch
with protein drink

Wed.

45 min. FMtraining in the
lunch break
Replace lunch
with protein drink

Thurs.
Fri.

Relaxation exercise Day free - eat
directly after work whatever your
heart desires

Sat.

Sun.

Replace lunch
with protein drink
3rd week

45 min. FM-training
Empty stomach

Mo.

Mental training
Think yourself
slender

Tues.

Replace lunch
with protein drink

Wed.

45 min. FMtraining in the
lunch break
Replace lunch
with protein drink

Thurs.
Fri.

Replace lunch
with protein drink
4th week

45 min. FM-training
Empty stomach

Mo.

Mental training
Think yourself
slender

Tues.

Replace lunch
with protein drink

Wed.

45 min. FMtraining in the
lunch break
Replace lunch
with protein drink

Thurs.

Are you
drinking more
than 2 litres of
water a day?

Relaxation exercise Day free directly after work eat whatever
your heart
desires

Sat.
Sun.

Are you drinking
2 litres of water
a day?
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Are you
drinking more
than 2 litres of
water a day?

Fri.

Relaxation exercise Day free directly after work eat
whatever
your heart
desires

Sat.
Sun.

Mo.

45 min. FMtraining
Empty
stomach

Replace lunch
with protein drink
2nd Column of
Table
Fill out figure
control

5th week

Mental training
Think yourself
slender

Fat-burning Tips
•
•
•
•
•

Draw up a plan of your own after 30 days.
Note the dates of your FM- and Mental Training sessions firmly in your
diary beforehand.
Strike up a weekly rhythm, which is suitable for you.
Measure and control your figure every 30 days.
Check your consumption of water regularly.
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The Partner Program

burn FAT
don’t burnout

®

for freelance, male and female health and wellness trainers
for trainers in companies and organizations
Our licence program offers you
• a complete and proven seminar package
• an unmistakable identity
• a design, which finds itself again in the complete product line
• exchange of experience
• support by major events
The following are available for the realization of the “burn FAT don’t burnout® program”
• complete file, with high-quality lecture transparencies
• data files for the production of straight-forward participant documentation
• training courses in the performance-diagnostic sector for advanced trainers
The following are available for distribution to the participants:
• Mental training CD “Denk Dich Schlank” (“Think yourself slender”)
• book “burn FAT don’t burnout®”
(is also available as a special edition with your own personal impression)
• Fat calculator
• An attractive complete package
• Protein and Vital-mix
The “burn FAT don’t burnout® licence program” is ready-to-go and offers interesting
possibilities. Write to us if you have exercise-relaxation-nutrition experience as a
trainer or course tutor. And best of all, enclose a short resumé of your person and
your activities:
check-up AG, Römerstrasse 176, CH-8404 Winterthur, Switzerland,
e-mail: info@check-up.ch
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Index
A
Abdominal exercises
Ability to concentrate
Adiposity
Aerobic
Alternatives
Amino acids
Anaerobic
Anaerobic threshold
Antioxidants
B
Banding
Bar of chocolate
Bioimpedance method
Bio-slender chip
Blood-sugar level
BMI
Body composition
Body fat
Body Mass Index
Burning fat
Burning fat without exercise
Burnout
Burnout syndrome
C
Carbohydratesi
Cardiovascular
Cell protection
Childhood
Cholin
Cholsterol
Chromium
Complex carbohydrates
Concentration hole
Conscious
Control of intensity
Couch-potatoes
Cross-country skiing
Cycling
D
Decrease in blood-sugar level
Degree of satiety
Depot fat
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Deviation
Diarrohea
Diets
Distribution
Dream figure
Dubious offers
Duration
E
Eating and exercise
ECG
Effervescent tablets
Efficiency
Emotional energy
Energy
Energy
- behaviour
- chain
- production
- reserve
- source
- system
- variability
Enzymes
Ephedrine
Ergometer
Essential fatty acids
Evolution
Examples
Exercise
Exercise program
Exercise session
F
Fasting
Fat blocker
Fat cells
Fat mass
Fat mobilization (FM-range)
Fat monitors
Fat scales
Fat-mobilization training
Fats
Feeling of satiety
Find a new love
Fitness center
FM-range
Food supply companies
Forms of game sports
Formulae
Free radicals
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Frequency
G
Garcinia Cambogia
Girth of body
Glykogens
Goal
Goal definition
Golf
Grandmother’s tempo
Grape sugar
H
Heart rate monitor
Hiking
Home trainer
Hormones
Hunger cure
I
Ideal weight
Illustration
Immunological system
Individual pulse rates
Infrared method
Insufficient exercise
Intensities
Intensity range
Inulin
J
Jogging
Jogging
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K
Killer module
Killer reasons
L
Lactate concentration
Lactate-stage test
Lactic acid
Lactic acid/Lactate
L-carnitine
Liposuction
Liquid budget
Lump-sum recommendations
M
Magnesium
Measurement parameter
Measures
Measuring instruments
Metabolic conditions
Metabolic damage
Metabolic level
Metabolism
Model effect
Motivation
Muscle fibre
Muscle mass
N
Non-saturated fatty acids
Null diets
Nutritional fats
O
Obesity
Over-acidification
Oxygen
Oxygen aborption capacity
P
Pancreas
Peak range
Personal-figure control table
Power training
Protein
Protein preparation
Proteins
PuIse curve
Pulse
Pumping performance
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Q
Quantity problem
R
Redistribution
Reference values
Relaxation
Resignation
Roller skating
Roughage
Running
S
Satiate feeling
Saturated fatty acids
Search for food
Self-discipline
Sitters and chairwarmers
Snacks between meals
Spare tyre
Speed
Speed range
Spinning
Sporting activities
Sportsmen’s drinks
State of exhaustion
Storage forms
Stress
Stress hormones
Subconscious
Subcutaneous fat tissue
Success
Sugar types
Supplementation
Swimming
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T
Test
Test methods
The “magic” triangle
Theoretical maximum heat frequency
Thoughts concerning performance
Threshold
Time components
Time schedule
Training
Training duration
Training on an empty stomach
Training partnership
Treadmill
“True” fat content
U
Unique specimen
V
Viscous circle
Visualization
Vital substances
Vitamin C
Voracious hunger
W
Waist:Hip ratio
Walking
Walking
Water
Weight reduction
Well-feeling range
Well-feeling speed
Wholefoods
Winnburn FATer model
Y
Your FN-pulse
Your goal
Yo-Yo effect
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(backcover)
burn FAT rather than burnout –
Reduce weight permanently –
burn fat
Those who still tried the Dr. Hay’s diet yesterday, enthuse about the Fit-forLife Diet today, in order to praise – perhaps – the “All-you-can-eat-diet” to the
skies tomorrow: But the goal is always the same: the reduction of weight
Who hasn’t tried it once before, only to discover later that “it just doesn’t’ work
Unfortunately, most people do not know what takes place takes in the body. It is
seldom that diets, sport and fitness centres bring the desired success, and certainly
not in the long-term
Highlights
• Your personal goal will surely help to guide you through the diverse possibilities
• You are a real individual and your pulse rates cannot be determined from tables or
rough calculations – there’s a test for this.
• You must burn your fat if you really want to dispense with it
• Simple mental training will assist you thereby
• Eat the right food and in sufficient quantities
• Concrete alternatives and a comprehensive service
• The “burn FAT don’t burnout® program” will lead you to success and only takes up
3 to 4 hours of your time a week

The Authors
th
Ole Petersen, studied business management. Up to his 30 birthday, he
was a smoker and non-sportsman, began with triathlon and took part in
more than 40 Ironman triathlons. He heads the company check-up AG,
which offers in-company health-management seminars. Petersen is also
well known as the author of the German bestsellers “MARATHON” and
“IRONMAN”.

Sonia Goretzki was overweight when she was 14 years of age, tried to
overcome this problem with 17 different diets. It was not until she
adopted a goal-oriented exercise program and changed her diet that she
was able to loose 13 kg in weight and gain the slender figure that she
still has today.
She is a Nutrition Specialist and also author of the book “manager-food”.
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